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IP OPEN FLIGHTS

FLIGHT

Over $4,000.00 in cash will be divided
among the divisions for both men and
women.

BOWHUNTER
A1tenlion [3owhunters' We've expanded the
purse to include you - so get ready to
cash i n NFAA ru les a pply here too

As In the pas t. the Desert Inn Archery
Classic will feature a flight system . so thal
all shooters have a fair chance of win ning
cash awards.

OPEN TEAMS
SPECIAL
"SPEED" ROUND
COLLEGIATE
TEAMS

Championship and Flight competition for
all in the exciting team rounds.

As an added allraction, we·ve added two
spocial "speed .. rounds. to test your speed
in shooting as we ll as yo ur accuracy!

==--IP ='=UR
All amateurs are invited to this - the
biggest indoor amateur event in the west.
Trophies for rnen and women.

Tough competition is expected again this
year in the amateur team competition
Tro phies fo r mon and women,

Over 1.000 silve r dollars wil l be awarded in
the bonus tha t c rea ted so much interest
last year You may be lucky thi s year1

FUN FOR ALL!

ThP. OP.sort Inn Arch ery Classic is the must
uopular. fun-tilled archery weekend ever !
Ltis Vegas. g reat shuws, excellen t food and
excitP.mcnt of c on1petitiori. it's all there for
yuu Write now 1or you r free information
an\J reyislratiun p<mJphlet

All major archery manufacturers and
distributors will be invited to display their
products at the Western Archery Show
which will be held in conjunction with the
Desert Inn Archery Classic

llln'ELRATES

ENTRANCE FEES

Please do no/ send a deposi t for ruoms.
No deposit required

Open Division
Amateur
Junio r Olympics
Open Team
College Tearn
Amateur Team

Siny:e Aecornrnodation
Double Accommodation
rriplc Accommodation

$18.00
$18.00
$20.00

~&®u@~ &[1=JW~D ~QJJ~

$40.00
$12.50
$ 5.00
$40 00
$20 00
$20.00

This year $2.000.00 will be awarded lo
college arc hery 1unds of the wlr1nlng
schools. 1st. 2nd. and 3rd place In both
men's and women's team.

J.O.A.D.

c

NFAA-A'O'\
BONUS
BONUS ....
AWAB...a!
~DOLLARS
Cash wil l be paid by both the NF-AA and
ALOA to their rnernbers shooting More
inform ati on available in the Desert Inn
Arc hery Classic Broct1ure

BAREBOW

All you stri ngwalkers - th ere's cas h for you
al th e Desert Inn Archery Classic. and
of course. NFAA rules appl y.

Late $45.00
La te $ 15 .00
Late $ 7_00

IP

All you Junior O lympic shooters - start
practicing . We've got a feature event fo r all
the young archers. Two fu ll rounds wil l be
shot under rules of the Jr. O lymp ic Prog ram .

SAl 1NDER'5
SLINGSllOI'

TOURNEY

Second An nual Indoor Slingshot
Championships I Be there - try your skill at
a new thing - slingshot shooting for CASH!
Write Saunders Archery tor information

Send for your Entry Forms, Hotel Accom modation Forms and complete information
pamphlet to:
Desert Inn Archery Classic
7800 Haskell Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91406

Jas. D. Easton, Inc .• 7800 Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, CA. 91406
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by HOWATT
The Revolutionary
Take-Down Bow
Here is a bow that can truly be called
revolutionary. The basic concept, the rare
beauty of its lines, the careful engineering, the unusual combination of materials
used, and the many unique features
incorporated in the El Dorado TI Dall point
to a revolution in take-down bow design.
While it has taken us years to develop this
superb bow, we at HOWATT are confident
that once you see and shoot it, you will be
as enthusiastic as we are with the results.
You will note this unusual bow's highly
finished cast magnesium frame has been
designed to create a
clear-view shooting
platform rather than
a conventional handle riser shelf. The
integral pressure
point device itself
represents a new approach in that it is
completely adjustable both as to position
and pressure sensitivity. The stabilizer is
available with an adjustable prime weight
unit.
These are but a few of the numerous
unique features of the HOWATT El Dorado
TI D. Seeing and shooting is believing. So
visit your HOWATT dealer and be
convinced.
Available with 66", 68" or 70" limbs.
Weights to 55 lbs.
Handle colors: Black with Howatt Purple,
Canary Yellow or Light
Blue.
Includes Stabilizer and Custom Case.

DA.~C>N

HOWATT
Archery Manufaelurln9, Corp.
I

0 QO)( 2U1, VAP::IMA. wASHINUTQN 86901

on
Tested and proved by BURNHAM BROTHERS
V~rminl callers - bri ng wild ~riUcrs ri ght up to you at
night! Tests Provo tha t var111 ints can' t see red light - they'll
come to your call, even with light shining. Try ii! Sturdy
" no-scare" lamp is moun ted on adjustable headband. Has
variable bright- dim switch, cord and case tor~ size D flash·

light batteries. Case clips to belt. Or use 6-voll lante1n
battery. for new calling kicks. order now. Money-Back
Guarantee. Complete with case , loss batteries, only
SS.SO. Without case or balterlos, S6.75. Add 35c postage.
Ask for NEW FREE CATALOG!

Archery World welcomes your commen ls

BURNHAM BROTHERS

on any topic relative to archery. Address

P.O. Box ARW·l23·H, Marble Falls. Tex. 78654

your letters to Write On, Archery World,
531 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wi. 53202.

\s 1his for
"'o...,i Shooting/

GIVE DEER MORE LAND
Until a month ago, I was completely for
hunting. I thought it over and wondered
what good it does me, and the animal I
kill. None. I thought Howard Doyle's
statement, "Hunting has been around
since man's beginning, and it will stay
until the destruction of man," a bit over
dramatic.
Man has been hunting all this time,
that is true. But originally man hunted
to survive •... Hunters are the most
selfish things I know of. When you kill
something, you take its life and its
future offspring's life, and also the right
for other people to see it. I don't want
to see a deer's head in some guy's den. I
want to see one alive in the wild where
it's free and where I can enjoy it.
Hunters say, "Well, if you don't kill
them (deer), they'll starve during the
winter." They got along just fine before
man got here, and if you're so damned
worried about their existence, then why
do you take their land away, pushing
larger populations of deer on smaller
pieces of land? That's why they starve.
If you don't want them to starve, give
them some more land or feed them.
John Monnet
Tulsa, Okla.

" ... At Aurora, he recorded

a 556 on the first day, a
558 on the second field
round, and then Bobby
Hunt stopped missing. He
cleaned the hunter and animal rounds and compiled
the highest aggregate score
at this or any other National. He shot a 2794,
just three armws shy of
..fc
t »Reprint from Sept. '73
per, ec · · ·

issue of "Archery"

We congratulate Bobby Hunt
on this record breaking performance and are proud that we
had a small part in it. His
Olympus compound bow was
equipped with a FLIPPER®

REST-HD.

Pat. No. 3769956

Regular Version $3.50
HD Version
$3.75
Standard or Ptuoger Model

Ne~
wcrery Pr<J:iucts
h

370 N DELAPLAINE ROAD
RIVERSIDE. ILL. 60546

ADD 25¢ FOR POSTAGE
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'SOME KIND OF NUT'
In the September issue, you printed a
fetter from Kevin Chambers, field representative for Friends of Animals and
director of Oklahomans Against Hunt·
ing. To me he is some kind of nut, but
what anti-hunter who's trying to take
away our sport isn't?
If Mr. Chambers played golf, I wonder
how he would feel if someone would
start a club to outlaw golf. About the
same way we hunters feel about the
anti-hunters trying to stop hunting.
I think, to stop this madness, the
National Archery Association, National
Rifle Association, Fred Bear Sports

Oub, all the other clubs and the sports·
men themselves should hit them in their
weak spots. We should aJso try to get
the pea·brains to understand that hunting is good for the animal population.
I am 15 years old and enjoy hunting
very much, both with a rifle and with a
bow and arrow. But if the anti-hunters
stop hunting, many boys like me who
love hunting may go down the wrong
street of life because some fool took
away hunting.
Robert Cardwell
Shiloh Archery Assoc.
Stoneville, N.C.

NEEDS ARCHERY SLIDES
Do you know where I can obtain
archery safety slides? I am a California
hunter safety instructor, and archery
safety is part of our course. As yet, I
have been unable to purchase any archery slides.
T. F. Lonergan
2307 -47th Avenue
San Francisco, Cal. 94116
•Readers, write directly to Mr.
Lonergan if you can provide him with
the safety slides he needs or can suggest
sources of such audio-visual aids.

OLD CROSSBOW EQUIPMENT

On my way home from the Nationals
this summer, I stopped by to see Fannie
Brumble, secretary-treasurer of the National Crossbowmen and widow of pio·
neer archer and crossbowman Murvil
Brumble, in Cincinnati, Ohio. She
showed me all of Mr. Brumble's archery
and crossbow equipment, stored in the
basement just as he had left it when he
passed away three years ago. Fannie
invited me to take it all and try to put it
to good use.
... These four bows are collector's
pieces, I feel sure. They were made by
Bill Folberth in November of 1937 (and
are so stamped). Bill Folberth was a top
bowyer in the '30s and '40s, and he
invented and patented the center shot
bow - which feature is apparent in
three of these bows. The other one has
an aiming hole through the limb itself.
Note the extreme width of the limbs.
These bows appear to be shootable.
'Three are backed with rawhide and one
with snakeskin. I plan to use one of
them for deer hunting this fall.
Gil Frey
Gaithersburg, Md.
Archery World

Archery world
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snoTrack

Four seasons Trails

The magazine for all
archers - bowhunters,
bowflshermen, field archers,
target archers. Beginners
to experts. Learn the
basics of bow shooting, or
brush up on your existing
shooting form. How-to-hunt
and where-to-hunt
features. New tackle and
tips. Interviews with top
archers and archery
personalities. Blmonthly.

Full color features make
this the best looking boating
book going. Exciting
stories cover recreational
boating areas, boating
personalities, boat types,
fishing techniques,
canoeing, sailing, racing,
water skiing, off-beat
activities like gunkholing
and water kiting, humor. All
the fun of boating - to
help you have more family
boating fun. Bimonthly.

The magazine that reports
the snowmoblle action
around the racetrack and on
the trall. It Is written for
the person who enjoys the
excitement of racing,
and for the families who
seek the adventure of winter
on the snowmobile trail.
Read about top races and
racers, new machines, trail
developments, club
activities. Published seven
times in the winter snow
season.

The "where to go" and
"what to do" magazine for
recreational vehlcle
owners and all campers.
Full color stories on all
campl ng·related activities
- fishing, rock-hounding,
photography, scenic driving,
skiing. hiking, boating,
backpacking, and more,
but primarily talks about
good camping areas
and scenic attractions
nearby. Bimonthly.

Great magazines to help vou
eniov the outdoorsl
WGlDL l!~QJL JJIJJ lldl ~I ••.
Take advantage of this
special offer fo r bargain
gift subscriptions.

List names and addresses on a separate sheet.

.
._ k d b I • (Canada and foreign add
Please send me subscriptions cuec e
e ow. $1.00 per subscription)
SnoTrack

O 1 yr., $2; reg. price, $3
O 2 yrs., $3; reg. price, $4
O 3 yrs .. $5; reg. price, $6
WaterSport
O 1 yr., $2; reg. price, $3
O 2 yrs., $3; reg. price, $4
O 3 yrs., $6; reg. price, $7

Four Seasons Tralls
0 1 yr., $3.50: reg. price, $4.50
0 2 yrs.. $6.50; reg. price, $7.50
0 3 yrs., $9.00; reg. price, $10.00

Archery World
O 1 yr.. .$3; reg. price, $4

O 2 yrs., $5.50; reg. price, $6.50
O 3 yrs .. $8.00; reg. price, $9.00

Enclosed Is a check for the total amount$ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _

Name

Address
City

State

Mail to

Market Communications, Inc.
534 N. Broadway
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

Zip

1974

OLYMPICS '72

Desert Inn
Archery Classic

Record-breaking
WINNER OF

2GOLD
MEDALS

and 2nd Annual
Saunders National
Slingshot Tournament
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHTS
UNLIMITED DIVISION
Men

Pli:!CC

($1400)

1.

$500
250
200
150
125
100
75

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LIMITED DIVISION

Women

Men

($600)

Women

($1400)

($600)

$250
125
75
60
50
40

$500
250
200
150
125
100
75

$250
125
75
60
50
40

OPEN FLIGHTS

No. 1
($9901

No. 2
($880)

No. 3
($770)

No. 4
($660)

No. 5
($550)

$260
175
130
110
90
70
45

$230
160

7.

$300
190
150
125
100
75
50

95
75
60
40

$190
135
100
80
70
50
35

$165
110
80
70
55
40
30

Place

No.6
($440)

No.7
($385)

No. 8
($330)

No.9
($275)

No. 10
($520)

$130
90
65
55
45
30
25

$115
75
55
45
40
30
25

$100
65
50
40
30
25
20

$ 85
55
40
35
25
20

$ 65
45
35
25
20
17
12

Place

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Join the list of champions - see
your authorized Hoyt Dealer, or write
for information.

110

15

SAUNDERS SLINGSHOT TOURNEY
There will be a tournament competition January 26 and
a special speed shoot January 27. In the first event, each
competitor will shoot one round of 12 ends, with five
pellets per end. Each hit scores five points; perfect seore
is 300. The speed round will be scored on the number of
hits made in 90 seconds. The top four in each class will
have a head-to-head shootoff.
If you don't have a slingshot, Saunders will lend you
one at the site. They'll have several of their Falcon
models available.
In open competition, for adults 18 and older, men's
prizes are $300, $200 and $100; women's prizes are
$150, $100 and $75. Amateurs will win trophies. Cash
prizes and trophies will also be given in the speed round.
Registration is $4 for adults (18 or older} and $2 for
intennediates (15-17), juniors (12·14) and cadets (under
12 years). Registration after January 12 is $5 and $3 ...
To register early, send your proper fee, class and division (male or female) to Saunders Archery Co., Box 476,
Columbus, Nebraska 68601.

!ISIO NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD, BRIDGETON, MISSOURI 63042
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ENTRY FORMS

Sponsors:
Jas. D. Easton, Inc.
Saunders Archery Company
Martin Archery, Inc.
Archery World Magazine
Desert Inn Hotel

and HOTEL
RESERVATIONS

Las Vegas is where it's at, folks. January
24·27, 1974. $20,000 in cash and grants
and chips. Fun and shooting for all
types of archers. And lots of new things.
For instance:
New target face, new scoring system
and new round. The new Indoor FIT A
Short Round has a multi-color 15.7-inch
face and will be shot from 18 meters
(19 yards, 1 foot, 9 inches). Scoring is
10·9·8-etc. Each round will consist of
10 ends, with three arrows per end. Perfect score is 300.
Las Vegas Speed Round, with a $500
pot ($250, $125, $75 and $50 for the
four top finishers). Two entirely separate rowids will be held; the first will be
a qualifying round. In this, six ends will
be shot - the first two at a 36-inch face,
the next two at a 24-inch face, and the
last two at a 16·inch face. This should
equalize speed and accuracy. Each
archer will shoot for 30 seconds on each
end and score all arrows. The top 32
shooters will qualify for a head-to-head
shootoff, which will be shot on the
Saunders slingshot targets converted for
archery. It should be interesting. Entry
fee is $5.
The bowlumter division is new. There
is a $1,500 bonus prize to be divided
between the bowhunter and barebow di·
vision, on a percentage of participation.
The amateur college team grant has
been boosted to $2,000. It will be split
evenly - $500, $300 and $200 grants to
the top three teams in men's and
women's divisions.
The NFAA will sponsor a $1,000
shoot for NF AA members in good
standing. Entry fee is $10, to be paid at
tourney site. Regular tourney rounds
w:ill be scored for this event.
ALOA will sponsor a $1,500 money
shoot. Full infonnation is available at
your local ALOA lanes.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Flight 1
{$1200)

Fli9ht 2
($1000)

Flight 3
!$800)

$400
320
240
160
80

$360
280
200
100
60

$300
220
160
80
40

The Desert Inn Archery Classic tournament is open to all shooting styles.
It's NF AA-sanctioned, and the amateur
and college team events are NAAsanctioned. PAA sanction has been applied for.
For more information, write: Desert
Inn Archery Classic, 7800 Haskell Ave.,
Van Nuys, Cal. 91406. For collegiate
team info, contact Lois Cresgy, River·
side City College, Riverside, Cal. 92502.
December·January t974

DESERT INN ARCHERY CLASSIC
7800 Haskell Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91406

INDIVIDUAL ENTRY FORM:
Name: Last _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ First _ _ __ _ __
Official Use Only
Street Address----------------+'--~~-'-'--'--_._Target Assignment
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ ___._7ip _ _ _ __
A.M .
Male (

Female (

Limited {

I Unlimited ( I Barebow ( I Bowhunter ( ) IS:Rec.

P.M.

Open Division Pre-Reg $40.00 (

I Late $45.00 (

Amateur

Pre-Reg. $12.50 (

) Late $15.00 (

Jr. Olympic

Pre-Reg.$ 5.00 (

I Late$ 7.00 (

Amateurs: Please Enter Card Number After Name.
Pre·registration closes January 5, 1974

TEAM ENTRY FORM:
Team or College Name'- - -- - - -- - - - - -

Official Use - Team Captain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+-'-----,-Target Assignment
MemberNo. 2' -----------------1-!A
~·~M~·----Member No. 3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + P . . . . : c.M
c:. :. :. .·_ _ _ __

MemberNo. 4 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _.....t...;:$~R~e=c~·----Open Team $40.00 (

Amateur $20.00 (

College Team $20.00 (
Contact: Lois Cresgy, Riverside City College, Riverside, California

Amateurs: Please enter card number after name

DESERT tNN HOTEL RESERVATIONS:

OPEN TEAMS
Pt ace

Send your entry form
and hotel reservations to:

Name·- - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - Street Address- -- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- ZiP·- - - - - -

Citv- - -- - - - - - - -State

Single $18.00 (

Double $18.00 (

Triple $21.00 (

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
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As more and more
archers examine the
compound bow,
the original style
keeps going strong
and some new
versions appear.
JAMES DICKEY, speaking of com·
pounds, said the human mind is diabolical in what It can develop. He also
agreed that they're basically ugly and
they shoot like blazes. Dickey and
countless other archers around the
country are fascinated by them.
That fascination ought to grow, be·
cause the compound bow scene is
changing, growing. There are new compounds being introduced by major manufacturers. The existing ones are slicking
up, trimming down and doing something about that inherent ugliness.
But beauty wasn't uppermost in H. W.
Allen's mind when he began fiddling
with the idea of a bow working off a
block-and-tackle effect back in 1961
and 1962. "My son and I had missed a
couple of deer, and decided we wanted
some kind of a bow that would give
more foot/pounds of energy and more
speed. I'm not a professional engineer,
but I worked in engineering fields in
World War II and the Korean War, and I
decided to make use of what I knew.
"We started working with concentric
pulleys and sawed off recurves. In 1965,
we went to eccentrics. As we progressed, we charted the stored foot/
pounds of a compound against the
stored foot/pounds of a recurve. We
found that the compound because of
shorter limbs had less limb inertia to
worry about, and we could get the desired draw length and lightened anchor
weight from the unwinding of the eccentric pulleys.
"And since you're holding less than
the bow is delivering, this is why you
can shoot a lighter arrow from the com·
pound than you can from a recurve of
equal draw weight. On the compound,
the arrow is already in motion when the
peak weight is reached, so there's not
the sudden blast of released energy like
there is on a recurve."
But all this was basically on paper and
in the form of a couple of rough com·
pounds in the mid-1960's, when Allen
sounded out some archery manufacturetS. He received no takers, and de·
cided to begin producing them himself.
Continued
page 10

COMPOUND

nows:

The
end is
not in sight

Precision Compound target bow, laminated limbs

Precision Compound target bow, laminated limbs

-Allen Compound target bow, laminated limbs

Olympus Compound target bow, laminated

~imbs

----Allen Compound hunting bow, solid glass limbs

Olympus Compound hunting bow, laminated and solid
glass limbs, interchangeable high - low-wrist grips

~

--> .

--~
Jennings Compound target bow, laminated limbs

--

Wing Compound target bow, laminated limbs

-===:.

Jennings Compound hunting bow, laminated limbs

Wing Compound hunting bow, laminated limbs

~I

possible; plus proper clearance betwee!1
string and sight window so the arrow 1s
pointed exactly straight ahead, especially with releases. All tbese things
combined will minimize drag and paradox and maximize speed, stability and
accuracy.
HUNTtNG COMPOUND

In target shooting, all this business

Groves Compound, laminated limbs

Martin Kam-Act Compound, laminated limbs, metal support arm

In 1967 he produced fewer than 100

at the limb tips so they tum over at the
compounds. "And they were banned same time."
"The adjustable pressure point helped
from all archery organizations."
Tom Jennings recognized the poten- ease tuning, too. The compound needs
tial of the compound and in 1967 that and a strong flexible anow rest to
bought the first license to manufacture get that smooth arrow.
compounds under the Allen patent. He
"Releases, of course, because of their
had been active for several years in vari- crispnes.9, eliminate string plucking and
ous· national and regional archery orga- thUs help remove almost all the force
nizations, and as a recurve bow manu· which creates arrow paradox.
"Those items, all put together, were
facturer; so he and Allen, working independently of each other but toward the what helped produce the shooting resame end, considerably expanded the sults you heard and read about. In the
compound bow scene within a couple of same manner, and for the same reasons,
these items also helped improve recurve
years.
They both say, however, that much of performance."
There have been myths - that the
the credit for the acceptance of the
compound bow, first as a hunting bow compound could shoot absolutely flat
and then as a target bow, is due to the at 100 yards, that the compound was
efforts of individual archers in each 100 percent faster than recurves, that
state. But Allen and Jennings also you could shoot a 100-pound bow yet
worked and traveled to counter the re· hold only 20 pounds.
strictions and objections they encoun"The fil'St two are absolutely untrue,
tered, Jennings more so than Allen, and and the third is totally impractical, at
the work paid off.
least at this time," Allen says. "You
The compound gained acceptance, could get 50 percent relaxation, but you
some rules were changed (in both direc- couldn't get a decent release. The string
tions, pro and con), the release came on wouldn't have enough tension.
the scene, and things began to jell.
"All I was trying to develop was a
Is the compound as complicated as it bow that would get an arrow to a 10· to
looks?
25-yard target - a deer - before that
"The compound can be tough to target could move, with ie'ss physical
tune," Allen says, "but it's largely a discomfort and less practice for the
matter of balancing the two eccentrics archer."
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You can get a compound to about 50
percent faster than a recurve of equal
draw weight, but not with the same arrow and not with the same fletching.
For instance, if you were to properly
tune a 45-pound compound, with the
hold weight at around Si-36 pounds
(figure about 20 to 30 percent relaxation for most compounds), you would
have an arrow spined for 31-36 pounds
and you'd be using a smaller plastic fletching that was attached straight
and not offset - all these factors are
recommended to minimize drag on the
lighter arrow - then you could get 50
percent more speed.
The smaller fletching is also necessary
to minimize contact with the arrow rest.
This is why, Allen feels, peg type or
other solid projection rests are not as
good as flexible rests on the compound.
Smaller fletching is easier to stabilize a
faster arrow without getting a parachute
effect from the fletches.
Allen also believes that a properly
tuned arrow would shoot best off a
nocking point straight on or not more
than 1/8-inch above 90 degrees on the
compound.
Summing up, the critical points iD
tuning for speed are: adequate tension
in the anchor so you get a good crisp
release; the right nocking point height;
as small and as straight a fletching as
A rchery World

about lighter arrows is fine. But what
about the heavier hunting arrow?
''The extra foot/pounds will give
added penetration and speed, but not
the great speed of the target arrow,"
Allen says. "I believe a bowhunter
would get best results with a compromise between the speed and the heavy
arrow. Something in the 400-450 grain
weight would give you a good fast arrow
and still be heavy enough to glve good
penetration. If you go lighter than that,
you're in danger of losing penetration."
Jennings adds, "Arrow spine and
weight in target and hunting uses depends a lot on the individual's archery
form. The recommendations all compound manufacturers give for proper
arrow /bow matching are just rules of
thumb. Archery is still a personal, individual thing; your gear must fit you."
Most common abuses of a compound
bow come from trying to make it do
what it wasn't intended to do - like
cranking a bow five or 10 pounds past
its recommended limits for the eccentrics and limbs on the bow, and drawing
it past the recommended draw length
limit.
Most cornpounds of the original Allen
design need thicker limbs b ecause the
block-and-tackle principle produces a
three-time reduction in draw force. So,
to get a 50-pound bow, you need limbs
that are actually 150 pounds in resistance, This three-time principle is
always in effect, so shooters with different draw lengths and draw weights will
need different limbs.
Thus, when you change the size of the
eccentric wheel to get a different draw
limit, you need to know whether or not
you also need to change limbs. Space
here doesn't pennit a critical look at the
various characteristics of each and every
compound on the market, so when you
start comparing them, be aware of these
factors and ask about them.
One other point on draw weights and
lengths: eccentrics merely detennine the
limits; the final adjusting to your personal specifications is done with tum·
buckles or keys or whatever they may
be called. If you don't understand compound tuning, do not experiment; con·
suit an expert. So to answer the question asked much earlier, yes, they can
be complicated. But as you gain familiarity, they're Jess complex.

same general style, yet each have their
own modifications in plate attachments,
eccentric design and mounting style,
handle design anq material and finish,
tuning systems, draw length and weight
adjustment limits, and available options
(stabilizer inserts, sight mounts, pressure
button drilling, arrow rests, number of
eccentric sizes and limbs available, etc.).
Allen and Olympus, for instance, are the
only two with solid fiberglass hunting
limbs available; an others have wood/
glass laminated limbs. They all have target and hunting models.
They range 48 to 52 inches, axle to
angle. At full draw, string angle is generally considered to be equal to a recurve
10 inches longer.

"KOR KY"
toughest archery target made
9 models available

L&M Cork Products
Dept. AW, Mokena, Illinois 60448
312-479-5479

1-----------------

AUTHORS WANTED BY
NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leadinr book publisher seeks manuscripts of all
types: fiotio.,, "°"·fiction, poetry, echolarly and
juvenile worka, etc. New euthon; welcomed. For
oomplet.i infonnation, seud for free booklet AW.
Vantaze Preu, 616 W. 8' St., New York 100()1
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EVOLUTION CONTINUES

And the evolution continues. Wing is
introducing a compound in target and
hunting models that has a partial working recurve. It's built on the basic style
of their patented Slide-Loe take-down
system, but is not a takedown.
Martin is introducing their Kam-Act
bow which has two working recurves
and two fixed metal arms on which are
anchored the recurves and the working
cam at the tip. The cam can be adjusted
tor a great variety of draw weights, 30
to 6 5 pounds, and different draw
lengths, so one bow fits all archers, ac·
cording to Martin. Another significant
feature of this bow is the system of fit.
ting the cables in the grooved metal handle and cam supports. Due to all this
metal, the bow has a mass weight of
over six pounds. The bow also has a positive draw check in the cam/support
limb arrangement, so you cannot overdraw it.
Groves is introducing a compound in
a takedown, working recurve model.
There are no eccentrics in the limb tips;
the block-and-tackle system is replaced
by a cam type limb-lever at the base of
the limb, not at the tip, which can be
adjusted to a let-off of as much as 50
percent. It, like the Martin, has a positive draw check that can be adjusted to
the individual draw. Draw weight can be
adjusted over a 25-pound range.
The Wing and Groves obviously look
the most like the conventional recurve.
All three are considerably longer than
the original compound design. The
Groves, for instance, will be available in
lengths up to 69 inches. The Wing's
length on the target bow is the equivalent on string angle at full draw to a
70-inch recurve. This bow, because of
the recurve, maintains a higher string
tension and less relaxation at full draw.
The target bow is 58 inches long; weighs
3 pounds, 10 ounces. The hunting bow
is 48 inches long.
There will be other compounds on the
market within a year as new designs and
DERIVATIONS
modifications are worked out. It'll be
The Allen, Jennings, Precision, Carroll interesting to watch the continuing evoand Olympus compounds are all of the lution of this bow.
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• WE PAY ALL POSTAGE
• LOWEST PRICES
• HIGHEST QUALITY
(1st Grade

Fl
BERG LASS Micro-Flile
- - - - - - - - - Yellow Shafts)
Target Arrows
Field Arrows
with 125-gr. field point
Hunting Arrows
Bear Razorhead or
Super Hi lbre

WOOD

per doz.
$17.95
19.95

24.95

(Highest grade of
Port Orford Cedar)

Target Arrows
Field Arrows
with 125-gr. field point
Hunting Arrows
Bear Razorhead or
Super Hilbre

$8.95
9.95
14.95

ALUMINUM (Easton}
Swift Target Arrow
$17.95
XX75 and X7 arrows made to
order - price list on request

BEAR e BROWNING e WING
DARTON e BOWS & ACCESSORIES
SEND 25c FOR DISCOUNT CATALOG
• When ordering, give ;irrow length
and weight of bow
• When comparing our prices, re·
member we absorb the cost of postage and handling
• Foreign orders add $1 per dozen
for postage

GOLDEN ARROW
ARCHERY
LANES
1410 S. Main St.
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89104
Phone: (702) 384·2263
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How To Adjust
A Cushion Plunger
When they first hit the market, practically every serious target archer put a
cushion plunger, or panic button, on his
bow, expecting it to cure a bunch of ills.
For some archers, it did just that. But
for others, who didn't luck onto the
right setting for their tune-up, or who
didn't know how to adjust the thing,
the experience wasn't encouraging.
So we asked Vic Berger, whose Berger
Button is one of the more commonly
known plungers on the scene, to explain
exactly how the thing should be mounted in a bow and then set up.
Here's his reply.
First, here's the reasoning behind the
adjustable cushion plunger, or button:
- The force of the string upon the
release propels the arrow alongside the
bow across the plate and toward the
target. The 0&cillation (side reaction of
the bowstring caused by the release)
forces the arrow against the plate and
causes the arrow to bend around it. The

Perfect
Hunting Partners
BIHJ~-:fN•
TH E ORIGINAL
3 BLADE
HUN TI N G POI NT
21/64 F errul e

$4.50 Doz.
Easy to fie ld sh arpen - Get your
game with a l o ng time winnerl

A RROW CLIP
FI TS ANY SIZE
H UNTING ARROW
O NE MOD E L F I T S
RIGHT O R L EF T
STURDY,
LIGHT WEIGHT
CONS T RU CT ION

! .r"'

II ~

to1

I~

Le

WHIFFEN

LC. WHIFFEN

923So16th Street=- Milwau kee, Wis 53204
At Your Dea le r or Order Direct
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arrow then goes through several "s"
contortions before the guiding factor of
the feathers or vanes takes over and
stabilizes its Oight. The 06cillation. of
the string magnifies with a bad or rough
release, causing the "s" contortions to
enlarge. The result is a badly placed

arrow.
A properly adjusted button absorbs

the pressure of string oscillation and
thus allows the arrow to leave the bow

in perfect flight. The added pressure
caused by bad release is cushioned by
the button. The plunger compresses a
bit more when it absorbs the added
tension and causes the anow to strike
much closer to where it is aimed. It is a
device to "super tune" a bow.
The button can be installed in any
bow. On a wooden bow, a 3/8-inch hole
drilled 5/8·inch above the shelf close to
the pivotline is all that is needed. Put
glue or epoxy on the shank and shoulder of the bushing, slip it into the
drilled hole and allow to dry.
In met.al bows, drill a smaller hole in
the same place as in wooden bows with
1(0.272") or J(0.277"). Drill, then tap
5/16-24 thread, remove the buns, and
you are ready for the button. The
bushing is not needed on metal bows.
String the bow and load it with an
mow. Thread the button into the bow,
line up the string until it comes to the
center of both limbs and move the
button in or out until the string also
centers on the arrow. You have now
achieved ideal center! Lock the button
in place with the knurled lock nut. Remember, when you're using the button,
the button contacts the arrow exactly
at mid-point of the half of the arrow
toward the button.
Next, remove the fletching from one
of the arrows that you are going to use.
You are now ready to adjust the spring
tension of the button with the bare
shaft at two yards for perfect flight. The
reason for being this close to the target
is that we want to catch the arrow as
soon as it leaves the bow. To get an
accurate reading, the arrow has to be
shot at a right angle into a soft arrowstop. A straw bale or used Saunders
matt is best suited for this purpose.
Keep your eye on the tailend of the
arrow after it settles in the backstop. If
the tail leans left, then you have to add
spring tension. If it leans right, relieve
the spring pressure. If the arrow leans
left or right quite a bit, by all means

make two or three turns with the
setscrew. When the arrow settles close
to right angle, then slow the turns to
1/4 to 1/2 turn at a time.
(You realize, of couise, that if the
nock end of the arrow ends up high, it
will be necessary to lower the nocking
point on the string until the arrow
enters the bale straight. And if the arrow
ends up with the nock low, you raise
the nocking point.)
When adjusting a Berger Button,
please remember it features two setscrews, one as a lock and one to adjust
the spring tension. In general, the spring
pressure will be quite stiff if a well
matched or underspined arrow is used,
and soft with ovetspined arrows.
I recommend you shoot arrows that
are five to ten pounds stiffer in spine
than the bow at your draw. The button
will be easier to adjust, the arrows will
group better, and will be less critical. In
general, you will get by with a lot more
while shooting a little heavier arrow
than a closely matched or underspined
shaft. You must maintain a relaxed release with the button, either physically
or with a finger separating or Kant·
pinch tab. Otherwise, the arrow will
have a tendency to climb the button.
If the inside mechanism of the button
gets wet in the rain, oxidation (corro·
sion) will set in ovemight that might
cause the plunger to lock. By all means,
finish the day's shooting. But in the
evening, disassemble and clean the button, oil and reassemble. One way to
arrive at the same setting is to count the
turns of the setscrew on disassembly
and again on reassembly. Another is to
get close to the original tension and
reset it with the bare shaft. The sure
way is to use the chemically treated
"super button," especially designed for
the hunter. This button resists corrosion
and needs no maintenance.
The button has been field tested in
tournaments and also in hunting. The
drawback in hunting was the occasional
metal-to-metal squeak of the aluminum
arrow against the brass plunger - and
that is a no-no in hunting. So a special
threaded plunger was developed to receive a teflon cap.
For hunting and tournament metal
risers and bows with a thin sight win·
dow, a shorter button is needed. Other .
than basic length, it is the same as all
other plungers, but won't be-in the way
of a hunting quiver.
Archery World
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Golden Eagle helps Ann
notch unprecedented fourth
title at 1973
P.A.A. National Championship.
First woman ever to shoot archery's
Grand Slam, Golden Eagle staffer Ann Butz
set a new women's record. She's now

the only four-time winner of the P.A.A.
Championship-man or woman!
Said Ann, "A large part of the credit has to
go to my Golden Eagle bow. Without a doubt,
it's the finest bow I ever shot. Speed, stability,
smooth draw-it's got them a 11 '.'
No wonder it's called the Spot Remover.
Golden Eagle's torque-free, die-cast aluminum
hand le can't throw you off the spot. Smooth
drawing, even-flow limbs reduce finger pinch.
Full-cut 5/16" past center sight window allows
f u 11-ra nge arrow spine ta i Iori ng.

Unlike other take-down bows that do not
hold space-age tolerances, the Golden Eagle
provides positive limb-and-handle connection
- built to a tolerance of .001 of an inch.
Choose from six handles and six sets of limbs,
interchangeable without changing the weight
or precision.
Get "300" stability in
Q ~N
the best bow built.
"
Write for free
O
brochure and name
C!1
of nearest dealer.
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GOLDEN EAGLE ARCHERY
1801 Main Street
Columbia, S.C. 29201
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Contrary to popular belief,
a target archer on the line isn't
all by himself. He's working
in tandem with a spotter,
who can either make
or break him.

. The
importance
of a
spotter
by Bob Skiera
THE SHOOTING LINE is a lonely place. You're up there all
by yourself, with just a bow, some arrows, a handful of
accessories, and whatever confidence you've mustered.
You know you're the only one in the place people are
looking at; and if you blew the last shot, you're positive that
everyone is staring at you and giggling behind their hands.
Whatever ... your imagination can run wild on the shooting line. Unless you harness it with confidence. But a harness
alone won't always do the trick. And that's where a good
spotter becomes valuable ... a good spotter who can pull the
reins and steer you in the right direction or just let them
hang loose when you're shooting well.
Many top tournaments are won with shooter and spotter
working as a team. But the spotter need not be a trained
archery coach or, for that matter, an archer. The spotter
reinforces the shooter to the point where the man on the line
can isolate himself and concentrate on form and equipment
performance while the spotter guides the strike pattern into
the spot.
Basically, the spotter tells the shooter exactly where he is
hitting the target. When you 're on a strange range, variations
of lighting angles and intensity can cause tricky shadows lhat
may cause arrows to appear to be in solid when they are
actually hanging on the line or are out. You want to be
constantly aware of the different strike patterns on the target
in relation to your form and sight settings and the difference
in light conditions.
Targets are of many different materials, and they make
arrows react and look differently to the shooter on the line.
An arrow hitting a straw bale will not indicate a good hit the
same way as an arrow hitting an excelsior bale. Excelsior
bales have a tendency to hold the arrow straight In on the
impact, while straw bales tend to kick the arrow off because
they're softer.
• The look of concern on this gal's face reflects the dependence a
shooter has on the spotter. And with the arrow solidly In the spot,
that look will relsx.
December-January 1974

If you're shooting on a corrugated cardboard target, the
arrow on impact will straighten with the laminations of the
t.arget. This will give you a false strike pattern because - in
combination with unfamiliar light conditions - the arrow
might seem low. It will have a tendency to look low to the
shooter used to shooting on excelsior or straw bales. Old or
worn bales are notorious for kicking an occasional arrow, or
the entire group, off to one side.
Without the spotter, you might adjust yourself right out of
the center and spend the rest of the tournament chasing
strike patterns, only to end up where you started.
And even though you've perfected your fonn at home, and
tuned youz equipment properly so the arrows are flying
right, you'll still need to reinforce or regain your confidence
on the new range. This is the spotter's job. Sometimes it's a
difficult job because the shooter sees one thing and the
spotter another; yet, the shooter, unless he has complete
confidence in his spotter, may find it hard to believe that
he sees something different from what's in the target.
He is under the stress of competition und new shooting
conditions; he's excited and tense. Yet, he has the power of
delivering; he has a certain amount of confidence that can be
developed. The point here is to develop his confidence in his
form as related to strike pattern - in only two practice ends
plus whatever shooting the archer can do under typical
conditions the day before the shoot (providing the shooting
area is open for practice). In most cases there are only two
ends for an archer to adjust to a new set of shooting
conditions at a tournament. The shooter/spotter team must
put their act together during those first two practice ends. If
the team can work together so the shooter is packing them in
the spot by the end of the second practice end, they will
have instilled the confidence necessary to carry the shooter
through the opening end jitters.
You'll notice that most points are dropped early end late when the shooters may not have completely adjusted to
wifamiliar shooting conditions and when the pressure is
really getting intense.
QUALIFICATIONS OF A SPOTTER

A trained spotter should primarily know your temperament, then your form and shooting moves. He or she doesn't
need to be a shooter, but he does need to know form well
enough to help you groove your strong points and help you
avoid weaknesses.
He must know how you tick - how you react to a bad
arrow or a weakening of form, how your shooting changes
from the beginning of competition to the end. He must
develop a rapport with you so even the shrug of a shoulder is
a distinct communication with a definite meaning.
He must know when to challenge you .... "We came here
to shoot, so quit goofing off on the line and shoot." He must
know when to give a slight boost ... a nod and small smile
will reinforce the shooter's opinion of his shooting and
scoring, and will strengthen his game. He must know when to
divert your attention to relax you ... "How about a candy
bar, the extra energy will keep you strong."
Sometimes, with new shooters, you almost need to divert
them completely and make the shooting secondary. I
remember at a Cobo Hall tournament a few year.; ago a
women's team had one new member who had shot well at
home, but was an unknown quantity at a tournament. They
were having fun to begin with, but they also set up a system
whereby every person shooting a gold would get a given
number of Green Stamps.
The girl wanted to shoot well, but every once in a while
she'd shoot a bad arrow. So the rest of the team would
present her with the stamps every time she got a gold. It got
to be kind of funny. She also shot out of her mind and came
up with a great score.
This system obviously isn't advised for everyone. But now
and then, most anything will work. The spotter has to know
the shooter well enough to predict when these circumstances
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will occur, and then know what must be done.
Above all, the spotter (like a good coach) must be positive
in his approach. A negative comment ... "You're dropping
your bow ann" ... only conditions the shooter to think
negatively. Instead, you point out a good shot, and get the
shooter to think toward duplicating that shot time after
time. The spotter must rally the shooter, not destroy him.
(The worst kind of spotter is a last minute enlistment who
doesn't recognize the shooter's form or personality and
volunteers coaching comments like "Your problem is that
you 're wiggling your little finger before you release.''
Suddenly, the shooter realizes he has a little finger that he
doesn't know what to do with. That's a negative distraction,
the kind of "help" that is dangerous.)
As a spotter, you can control the shooter without
dominating him or her. You can calm him down, challenge
him or make him mad (many top shooters are such finely
honed competitors that making them mad is the best way to
get top performance from them).
The problems of domination occur most often in a
parent/child relationship where the parent is the spotter. The
parent has more or less put all his/her hopes, desires and
ambitions into the youngster, has driven that child into being
a good shooter. The kid was probably a good shooter to
begin with; the parent recognized this inherent quality and
decided to make something of it.
But too often I've seen parents who couldn't contain
themselves and were berating their youngster for a bad
shot ... "How many times have I told you, lock that bow
shoulder. You're not even trying." Chances are, the kid may
have been trying; but at some point he's going to rebel. A
tournament, with all the parent's intensity growing, is a
perfect time to rebel, because it will really blast a parent out
of the saddle if things don't go right.
This make·or·break time has to be handled properly. The

young champion's entire shooting future is at stake.
So the time between ends, when shooter and spotter
should be relaxing and going over the strong points, is not a
time to get hauled off in a comer and lectured to - no
matter how old you are and no matter whether your spotter
is simply your spotter, or your spotter/coach.
You'll notice that a shooter who is shooting well goes into
a sort of shell. He knows his performance is going along
smoothly; the spotter knows It too. So the spotter's main job
here is to just be there at all times, reinforce the shooter now
and then - a wink, a smile, the A-OK thumb and forefinger
sign all silently say "You're doing great; hang in there." That
reassurance is comforting and relaxing to shooter and
spotter.
All this confidence and rapport between shooter and
spotter doesn't just happen at a tournament. It is developed
over hours of sl1ooting and spotting at practice sessions and
toumaments big and small. All teamwork takes training.
The spotter/coach obviously has a tougher job in some
instances because his coaching instincts will tell him to get in
there and work on a problem, when he should realize that
the form should have been brought with the shooter. The
wumament line is not the time to get in there and start
fiddling. You don't adjust the sight after one bad arrow; you
go with the group and go back to the basic archery form
checklist to see what caused the bad arrow.
The spotter/coach also has to control his feelings that a
sub.par performance is embarrassing him. It may be, but it's
wo late now for this particular tournament. There is a point
where you have to admit it was a good try and the
experience will benefit both of you, but the championship
will have to wait for a future tournament.
However, if the shooter is doing great, your job as spotter
isn't done. Your presence is still a vital part of the teamwork.

The PRECISION COMPOUND
by
After two years of research and testing PSE has developed the ultimate
in archery, the Precision Compound, in both hunting and target models.
All compounds provide superior speed and accuracy, but the Precision
Compound, built by archers for archers, offers the crucial extras
to fill your shooting needs.
Featuring a comfortable sculptured magnesium handle, the
precision is over one-half pound lighter than any other com·
pound. And its forward-set design for low torque and easy
handling combines exceptional balance and stability to make
it the most accurate bow on the market.
Designed to maximize reliability and simplicity, exclusive
tuning features, with innovative cable adjustments and sight
window cut a full 3/8 inch past center, allow even the novice
archer to tune for peak performance.

continued on page 20

In addition, the Precision offers
attractive craftsmanship as well as engineering
expertise; in flat black hunter model or colored target model, it looks as
good as it shoots. Compare our super-fast compound with any other
bow-we know you'll pick Precision!

Options include: Needle-Bearing Eccentric Wheels; Stabilizer Insert, 5/16-24;
Stabilizer Rods from 30 to 38 inches; Drilling and Tapping for Chek-it
or Pro-Line Sights; Drilling for Perfect Flight Cushion Plunger; Standard
and Deluxe Bow Cases; and Super Target or Super Hunter Bow Strings.
See your archery dealer for full information or write direct for catalog.

Limited Dealer.ships still available-Inquiries welcome.
SPECIFICATIONS

Hunter Model

Target Model

Lightweight Magnesium Handle
Length: 52 inches
Weight: 4 % pounds
Color: Nonreflective Black
Black Glass Limbs
Black Nylon served bow string
Pro-Flex Arrow Rest
Draw Weights: 35 to 70 pounds
Draw Lengths: 22 to 33 inches

Lightweight Magnesium Handle
Length: 52 inches
Weight: 4 Y.t pounds
Colors: White, Blue, or Slack
White Glass limbs
Custom Monofilament bow string
Flipper Arrow Rest
Teflon Perfect-Flight Cushion Plunger
5/16-24 Stabilizer Bushing
Deluxe Padded Vinyl Bow Case
with Stabilizer Pocket
Draw Weights: 15 to 50 pounds
Draw Lengths: 22 to 33 inches

PRECISION SHOOTING EQUIPMENT
Route 1, Mahomet, Ill. 61853
Phone: (217) 586-2753
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IMPORTANCE OF A SPOTTER

continued from page 18

Carefully engineered for ease
and safety of handling. Constructed of rust-proof ai re raft
aluminum, it causes no tree
damage and fits trees from
5" to 18" in diameter. Tested
up to 500 lbs.; secure for sitting or standing. Weighs only
IO lbs.; easily portable.
(Originally advertised as the
Profane Tree Stand.)
FORSUREKILL,CLIMB
$37.95
above game easily with
fob factory
Available at leading sports
BAKER TREE STAND
dcpart mAnts or direct from

The cardinal sin of the spotter is to abruptly leave his post.
Perhaps everything is going well and the shooter is not
looking back, so the spotter decides to watch some superstar
shoot a couple of arrows. Believe me if anything can go
'ivrong, it will do so at that moment.' In most cases, the
shooter has a doubtful arrow. He turns to the spotter for
confirmation, to find only an untended spotting scope
staring at him like a malevolent Cyclops. At that moment, all
the confidence that has been carefully nurtured through
good teamwork can be destroyed. Without that needed
feedback, the shooter feels he's been abandoned. And he has.
This is especially true of a new shooter at a big tournament.
Whenever your shooter glances at you, whether your
regular station is right behind the shooter's seats or up in the
spectatoxs' stands somewhere, your eyes must meet his with
instant communication ... "It's in."
Not only does this reinforce the shooter, this vital bit of
communication helps the shooter continue his concentration
and block out the distractions around him.

Jennings compounds
are the best
of both worlds.

TELESCOPIC EQUIPMENT

The Bow Designed by Professionals
For Professional Scores

Astro-1
Precision Shooting Take-Down Bow
Just Think - A Precision Shooting Take-Down
Bow that Includes a Super Berger Button,
Sight Extension, Flipper Rest, and an
Adjustable Stabilizer. Only $149.95

Take-Down Hunting Bow
Also Available. Only $79.95
When Ordering
Specify 68" or 70" o n the Astro-1
58" or 60" or 62" on the Astro-11
{Add $2.00 for Shippi ng)
Dealer Inquiries Welcome on Our Two Fi ne Bows

\

Send Check or Request for flyer to:

BRO-KEN ARROW ARCHERY
1620 s. 81 Street

West Allis, Wis. 53227

414-774-4040
Wis. residents, add 4% sales tax

What telescopic equipment should a spotter use? I'd
recommend at least a lOX scope for indoor shooting, and
somewhere between lOX and 30X for outdoor shooting.
Some people prefer binoculars. If mounted on a stand, they
work well and won't give you the eyestrain that hand held
glasses are famous for. Outdoors, you must have enough
power to see the target clearly, but the scope must not be so
big that a tripod can't hold it steady.
An indoor tripod should have good !"Ubber shoe tips so it
won't jiggle on the stand. Outdoors, spikes that will jab into
the soil give a solid base. Either place, you want a solid base
so you won't get a headache, so you can see the target
without having to search for it, and so you can concentrate
on the shooter instead of the scope.
A rugged, widespread, heavy-based stand or tripod is as
important as a good quality glass from the viewing standpoint and to keep the scope from being knocked or blown
over. I like to wrap the scope with sheepskin or foam rubber
so it will be protected if it falls.
Some random summary points: 1) Nothing is more frustrating than shooting a tight group in what appears to be the
center, and finding as you approach the target that you're on
the rim with two out. 2) A shooter should get his/her target
assignment early, so the spotter can locate himself where he
can see the target and conveniently be seen by the shoooor.
3) In many cases, the shooter/spotter relationship is so
intense that the winning arrow builds more emotion in the
spotter than the shooter ... "I knew we could do it." 4) If
the spotter knows his shooter is winning, or shooting a great
score that will get him right near the top, the spotter must
control his excitement and stay calm, simply because the
shooter may not know exactly how well he's doing and
d oesn ' t need anything that could throw him off stride.
'
5) Spotting may be a good job for the non-shooter in the
family. This way, it becomes even more of a family sport.
6) Sometimes the spotter ends up as the tournament
shooter. Spotting is a good way to gain tournament
experience. 7) The spotter can have tackle ready for the
shooter - extra arrows, nocks, etc. 8) The spotter must be
as comfortable as the shooter. Be sure you have a solid chair
or bench, and get your spotting scope set up before shooting.

Ghre eo the colle9eo1,..urcllo'-e.....
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AE 680
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A Champion has to shoot the finest equipment available and with the top 5 finishers in the 1972 NFAA
National Championship only 5 PO'INTS apart in
aggregate score. equipment can and does make
lhe difference. Jennings Compound Bows won AA
Freestyle and Bowhunter division completely rewriting the record book. So join the circle of champions- shoot the fast one, the Jennings Compound.
There's a Jennings Compound bow waiting for you
to try, at your local Authorized Jennings Compound
bow dealer. See him today and start winning!

What is *EHR? No one can challenge the fact that
flatter trajectory and better penetration must inc rease your * Effecti ve Hunting Range. Hunters
everywhere have to agree t hat the Jennings Compound bow is the fastest, hardest hitting bow made
today . With the Jen nings Compound , you can reach
out and hit the game you normally would have
missed or passed up. Don't delay, see your Authorized Jenning Compound bow dealer, and start getting more game!

jennings @M.Pou,..@ bow

109•5 BURBANK BLV D • NO RTll HOLLYWOOU • CALIFORNI/\ ~1r.01
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•This 18th Century French soldier
may have hed en easier time cock·
ing a croS1bow than his modern
caunrerpart. His weapon is sn
arbafust with B windlass in place
and a foot stirrup; It is a steel
bow. Power to cock it came from
a crank and gears or from a tackle
of windlass and pulleys. It would
penetrate most armor at clore range.
but never approached the longbow for
accuracy or distance. Extreme range
WllS 120 yards. The word "arbalesr"
is from Latin err:u "bow .. and
~ "engine of war". The photo
at right is from the 1973 NAA
Nationals. Remarkable similarity.
That old French soldier might
have welcomed e ttl8 shirt and
11horts while carrying around
his heavy crossbow.

The crossbowman isn't weird, he's
just trying to enjoy his sport
under Jaws 450 years old.

The
•ignoin1n1ous
• •
crossbo"Winan
by Tom Hock
n November 17, 1967, James
Barrows appeared before the
County Court Judge of Mahoning County in the state of
Ohio. He was convicted and fined $50
and costs. His crime - the violation of
Ohio revised code, 1533.16, namely, the
hunting or taking of game with a crossbow, Such is not that unusual, as 40 of
the 50 states have regulatory mandates
of some type against the hunting, carrying or even possessing of this ill-understood outcast of history.
Somewhat earlier, in 1521, upon information exhibited against one
Christofer Assheton, in the County of
Berkshire, England, gentleman and a
king's subject, was charged with the same
offense, namely, the carrying and shooting of a crossbow without the king's
license. He was fined 10 pounds and
forfeited his crossbow.
Although similar, these two examples
present a number of interesting parallels. Separated by nearly four and a half
oenturies, both parties were convicted
of essentially the same law, a law
passed by necessity and forgotten by
time.
The crossbow has always been a
weapon of interest and intrigue. It's
power and accuracy was devastating. It
bas developed in some form or another
in every primitive culture.
It is rather unusual then, that American history should be almost totally
void as to any mention of this, the
ultimate ptjmitive weapon.
The crossbow has historically been
the victim of bad press. As early as
1139, use of the crossbow was forbid·

0

This article was wn'tten as partial fulfillment in legal writing at Salmon P. Chase
College of Law in Cincinnati. The subject was of special interest to the author
because he's been a competitive crossbowman since 1966, and a good one. To
the best of the authors knowledge, the
summary of state-by-state regulations
given at the end of this article is current.
0
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den by the church as "a hideous and
hateful weapon of God and unfit for
Oiristians." Later Pope Innocent III
backed up the edict and declared excommunication as the penalty for
offenders. Conrad Ill of Germany followed suit and prohibited the use of the
weapon in his anny and kingdom. But
William the Conqueror had made good
use of crossbowmen in his conquest of
England in 1066 and Richard I treated
the church's edict as "strategy" and
proceeded to build corps of crossbowmen into his army. When, in 1307, he
was killed by a bolt from a crossbow,
the church forbid him a funeral and
broadcast it as a judgment trom heaven
for permitting the weapon.
In 1346, the military future of
England entered a crossroad by a climactic tum of events. In the first battle
of the 100 Years War, Edward II of
England was to face not only a much
larger and far superior French anny but,
more important, for the first time elite
forces of Genoese and Gascon crossbowmen, and the use of gunpowder. This
battle proved to be the birth of the
English longbow. English history writers
make much of the Battle of Crecy, as
the superior French forces were thoroughly routed by the English longbowmen. It is generally left unsaid that the
French anny had sustained a forced
march of 25 miles in a driving rainstorm
(with military crossbows weighing approximately 18 pounds) and that the
Italian mercenary crossbowmen became
mired in knee-deep mud.
Thus, the story of the State of Ohio
vs. James Barrows takes hold.
The longbow became the pride of
En.gland; the crossbow, as well as gunpowder, were ridiculed as tomfoolery.
Little effort was made to encourage its
use or development and when later
troops returned from the continent with
tales of crossbow firepower and its slow
but efficient effectiveness, English monarchs became concerned. The longbow
had become the weapon of the peasant
class. It was cheaply made and easily
maintained. Customs and duties on
bowstaves were illegal, thus keeping the
December·January 1974

price down. In 1463, Edward IV pro·
claimed, "all men under sixty must
maintain proficiency with the longbow;
and every man must supply his son with
a bow and two anows, also, a man with
servants was to do the same." He
further required a mound "suitable for
practice" to be built in every town and
that " holidays and other convenient
times" were to be used for practice. As
is easily seen, Edward was no fool. With
a stroke of the patriarchal pen, he was
able to maintain a standing army at no
cost to himself or his :realm.
Crossbows, widely used on the continent, continued to gain in popularity.
Crossbows for kiliing deer and for
shooting at butts were fairly common
among the English in the late Fifteenth
Century and it was doubtlessly recognized by those in authority that if the
people practiced with these easily ma·
nipulated weapons instead of their longbows, skill in the use of the latter might
be wanting in a time of national disaster. In 1504, Henry VII proclaimed, "no
man shall shoot a crossbow without the
Klng's license, excepting be a lord or
have 200 mark land." This is the first of
the anti-crossbow legislation. Licenses
were granted upon the payment of a
sum. In the calendars of letters and
papers of Henry VII volume No. 8, page
4 7, is the granting of a license in 1535
to the Archbishop of Canterbury for a
servant to kill deer and fowl for the
Archbishop's use, and also in the calendar addendum volume pennitting
'Thomas Restwolde, gentleman, to use
his crossbow anywhere except within
the King's forests, chases or parks.
LEGISLATION PASSED

This legislation was directed solely at
the peasant class. As stated by Henry
VII, " the factor of human inertia is a
hard thing to overcome even by royal
decree. The making of the skillful archer
is a matter of years; the making of a
skillful crossbowman or an adequate
gunner is but a matter of months." His
statement proved to be quite accurate.
Additional proclamations were required.
In 1514 specific penalties were set out

•The man learning all about crossbows, with
spparen t interest, is David Herbst, Director of
Parks for Indiana. The author, right, and s
couple of friends are doing all the coaching.

requiring forfeiture of the game and 10
pounds for each shot. And later, two
more significant changes appear. Hand·
guns were also now included and an
offender could be sent to "gaol" until
the fines were paid.
In 1541, the Bill for Crossbows and
Handguns appears. It, as compared to
the original statute of 1503 (consisting
of two lines) totals eight pages and
includes some 25 sections. Close observation of this statute will reveal the crux
of the modem day crossbow problem.
Although this law included crossbows
and for the first time made it illegal to
own or even possess one, the main
thrust of its legislation is aimed at
handguns. Within 40 years the legislation was beginning to crumble and as
the accuracy and proficiency of fireerms
developed, the glorious days of the
English longbow became numbered. The
statutes prohibiting their use were
largely disregarded.
Firearms made great strides and by
the late 1500's had, by and large,
surpassed the longbow. Many people in
England felt the longbow should be
retained and pockets of strength re·
mained for almost 200 years. In 1625,
William Neade in a book entitled The
Double-Armed Man strongly advocated
a retum to the longbow. In 1798,
Richard Oswald Mason authored Pro
Aris Et Focis, the foreword of which
reads, "considerations of the reasons
that exist for reviving the use of the
longbow and pike in aid of the measures
brought forward by his majesty's minis·
ters for the defense of the country." I
do not, therefore, feel it particularly
unusual that I cannot find any reference, either through record searching or
correspondence to Indicate the statutes
of 1541 were ever repealed or countermanded. The English colonies had to
have come under the legislative thumb
of the homeland. In many cases, English
Charters adopted English Law, chapter
and verse.
Continued
page 23
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There are numerous theories as to the
t.ota1 absence of crossbows in colonial
America. I think the problem appears
rather basic.
The first theory, that English law
forbade crossbows and that English law
governed the colonies, Is entirely plausi·
ble. In one instance, the powder supply
in the Jamestown colony was burned
and crossbows were brought from a
foreign ship anchored jn the harbor to
defend the colony from Indian attack.
They were shortly returned to the ship
as they were forbidden in the colonies.
The second theory is simply that the
crossbow was obsolete by the colonial
period and that firearms were much
improved and easier to handle. Both
may be true, either in part, or who1ly,
or interrelated. Nevertheless, crossbows
are almost totally absent from the
English colonies in America as well as
Australia and India.
In America, references are made to
pikes, swords, tireanns of various types
and even longbows but not crossbows.
A surch of the historical records of the
New York State Library revealed no
reference to the possession or use of
crossbows in colonial New York. One
point cannot be ignored. In 40 of the 50
states, crossbows are forbidden as hunting weapons. In only three of the 40 is
lhe origin of the Jaw known. Records
indicate that the anti-crossbow law has
existed in New York since at least the
writing of the original General Statutes.
Dale Roach, Enforcement Super·
visor of the State of Ol1io, Department
of Natural Resources, reports that
"hunting with crossbows was never permitted after 1926. It is possible tnat
crossbow hunting has always been illegal." An anti-crossbow section appears
in Section 1392 of the General Code of
the State of Ohio. In the State of West
Virginia it is a misdemeanor to own a
crossbow. In Michigan, as well as several
other states, it is illegal to transport one
in an automobile.
Results of a survey conducted In 1972
of an 50 states indicate that only 10
states permit hunting with a crossbow.
Most of these add on restrictions of
various kinds. ln an unusual situation,
Wyoming, one of the 10 states pennit·
ting crossbows, recently attempted to
outlaw the weapon but failed. Only
three states east of the Mississippi Indiana, South Carolina and Rhode Is·
land - do not have anti-crossbow legislation. Rhode Island presents a typical
explanation. Correspondence with the
Division of Fish and Game, Providence,
Rhode Island, indicates that the cross-bow is considered to be a legal hunting
weapon. They further point out that
"mechanical bows" of various types are,
however, forbidden. No explanation is
page24

made as to why they do not consider
the crossbow as being "a mechanical
bow". I then asked where and from
what source they obtained their legislation and was informed that most of
their statutes were copied from their
neighbOl's. The irony of the· situation is
that Rhode Island has no neighbors
which permit the weapon.
The reasons given by most states are,
at best, ipso facto. The reason most
frequently given is that the crossbow is
a possible poaching weapon. Minnesota,
Nebraska and South Dakota feel th~t it
can be easily shot from an automobile.
Florida, Michigan and Texas feel that
other hunters would object. Seven
states, all in the East, admit they don't
know why the weapon is illegal and
don't know how the law got there.

Most U.S. laws seem
to be based on old
English laws passed
to keep the peasants
in line and to have a
cheap, standing army
of longbowmen.
During the course of this survey, I
contacted several states in an effort to
find out more information. The Law
Enforcement Division of the Pennsylvania Game Commission indicates a
total of only seven arrests during the
past fifteen years for hunting with a
crossbow. The case cited at the beginning of this paper is the only example
known of a crossbow violation in Ohio.
On the other hand, Indiana, which
permits hunting with a crossbow, with
the exception of deer and water fowl,
indicates they have had no difficulty
with their rule and have no recorded
incidents pertaining to crossbows.
SO. WHO IS RIGHT?

I'm not reaJly sure it's a question of
right or wrong.
It seems pretty clear to me most
states have no idea where their laws
came from or why they were enacted.
Until recently, Cincinnati had a statute in its traffic code which required
that after dusk every motor vehicle was
to be preceeded by a man on foot with
a lantern. This is a classic ex.ample of a
moot law, as were the crossbow laws·.
No one cared. To most people a crossbow was a contrivance seen occasionally
in a Robin Hood movie. Generations of
fish and game people repeated the same
old tried and true reasons, most of
whom had never even seen a crossbow.
'limes are changing, though. Cross- .

bows are intriguing; they draw the
curious. There is growing interest in this
country in crossbows. This interest is
being fed by a number of companies
who are offering crossbows across the
counter and through the mail for
amounts of money varying from
$29 and up. No statistics are readily
available on how many were sold last
year; but on the basis of my conversations, most buyers were going hunting.
Most do not know the laws.
My fil'St thought is like mosi stale
authorities, "So, who cares!" I'm a
target shooter. I enjoy it. I find shooting
at a four-inch bulls-eye 60 yards away
all the challenge 1 can handle. The
friendship and camaraderie I have enjoyed from coast to coast has been most
rewarding. I won't hunt with a crossbow. I've tried it. Anyone who has
realizes they are awkward and un·
wieldly. They are cumbersome in heavy
brush, and are a long, Jong way from
being silent. A deer can jump a crossbow twang as easily as a longbow.
However, there are those who will for
some reason or another enjoy it, and
unless the reasons for excluding the
weapon are clear and beyond a prepon·
derance of a doubt, then, as I see it, it's
a poor law. I am, therefore, struck with
two separate goals.
The first Is that a law for no reason is
a bad one when maintained for the sole
purpose of levying some restriction on
someone else; and, secondly, if allowed,
the natural dangerous propensities of
the weapon when combined with the
innate stupidity of a certain someone on
a certain day could have devastating
results. I am aware enough to know that
although you can try faithfully to get
the scores of the NAA Tournament
printed in the Cincinnati papers some
20 miles away without success, those
same papers would, along with every
other paper in the country, print on the
first page the fact that someone was
killed or injured with a crossbow.
I am impressed with the forward
thinking going on in Arkansas. Since
late in 1972 crossbows are legal for
hunting in Arkansas with the following
restrictions. Their use is confined to gun
season and a special crossbow season in
Madison and Franklin Counties. Game is
limited to io-season, non-migratory
game. The bolt must carry a broadhead
of at least 7/8-inch width; the bow must
have a minimum draw weight of 76
pounds and be equipped with a safety.
Indiana, one of the few states which
allows crossbow hunting, is currently
evaluating its thinking. At present, deer
are excluded from game allowed to be
taken. However, the Hoosier State,
which prides itself on its young profes:
sional posture in its fish and game and
parks departments, can honestly see no
reason for the restriction.
Continued on page 26
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I would pose the following observations and proposals:
A crossbow bolt is roughly half the
length and weight of an arrow. It travels
over twice the velocity of an arrow and
has been known to carry for close to
half a mile. I have experienced arrows
passing completely through a deer with
a sixty-pound longbow. The crossbow
with its velocity has much more shock·
ing power. However, the 80 and 90pound bows available on commercial
crossbows are totally unnecessary.
It is also true that laminated and
aluminum prods do not perform well
when left cocked for long periods of
time and in cold weather. In many
cases, bows have been known to break
without notice to the unsuspecting
hunter. In the same vein, bow locks
under constant strain, jarring, bumping,
or even as the result of weather adjustment, often release unexpectedly. And,
lastly, manufacturers are currently only
liable for actual breaches of sales con·
tract or for negligence in manufacturing
or design of the product. Both, at best,
are hard to prove. Manufacturers have
no obligation to inform the buyer of
any dangerous propensities, possible sit·
uational defects (such as aluminum
pro~ under constant stress or ex·

tremely cold weather) or even whether
the bow is legal in the state to which it
is being sent, or to whom It Is sent.
I admire states such as Arkansas and
Indiana who are wlUfog to look forward.
Constructive, well-thought·out legisla·
tion is the only answer. A fair and honest evaluation of the. potential problems
and /or lack of problems, registration of
hunting weapons, and manufacturer responsibility are key inclusions.
It's time crossbow legislation was
brought out of antiquity.
LEGISLATION NOW PENDINGl l l
TREATED SAMEAS TH E LONGBOWl
ON VARMINTS, ROUGH FISHl l
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(c) not legal in organized hunts
Id) no deer·or waterfowl
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Shouldn't You Be One 01 Them?
GUARANTEED
SAME-DAY
SERVICE
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·,-. FOR OUR NEW
GRAND LEDGE, MICHIGAN 48837
~~· CATALOG & PRICE UST.
Phone 517--027-4021
r ·ll" NOW AVAILABLE· FREE
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Hints tor serving venison, Helpful Books and Publicatlons
SERVING VENISON

BOOKS

Use the same methods for cooking
venison as for J>eef of similar grades. It's
best to trim the outer layer of fat from
the meat before cooking because it will
have a stronger Oavor than the meat.
In general, tender cuts of meat are
cooted by dJy heat; le1& tender ones by
moist beat. Young bucks and does
furnish the more.tender meat. Stri,PS of
bacon over the outside of a roast will
help to keep the meat from becoming
too dry.
Tender cuts, such as rib and loin
chops, round steak, lef roasts can be
pan-broiled, oven-broiled or roasted.
~ tender cuts, such as neck, shanks,
chuck and brisket should be cooked
with moist heat. These cuts may be
ground for deerburgers or meatloaf.
Less tender cuts may be made more
t.ender by marinating for 10 or 12 hours
in French dressing or a spicy marinade.
Many people, bowenr, feel the entire
flavor of venison is lost with a marinade
and prefer simpler cooking. Rather than
killing the original venison flavor with
spices and herbs, use salt, freshly ground
pepper, monosodium glutamate which
blend with but do not destroy the original flavor. Vegetable flavors, such as
onions, garlic, tomatoes,cbopped parsley
and celery, are complementary and bring
out the taste of the meat.
An excessively strong flavor Indicates
improper handling of the meat: the
meat was not bled properly; paunch
juices leaked onto the meat and were
not wiped off; the meat was not cleaned
properly; the carcass was not kept cool
during transport; or too much fat was
left on the meat.
Cumulatively, this means you haven't
done your fieldwork, nor ,your homework. And that would be a shame,
because llenison is food fit tor kings.

BOWHUNTING FOR DEER, by H.R. Wambold. Stackpole Books, Cameron & Kelker
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa, 17105. $5.95.
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OOUAMET COOKING FOR FREE, by Brad·
ford Angier. Stackpole Books. 1970. $4.95.

6-

HOW TO COOK FISH AND GAME, by
Winifred M. Goddard . Tri-Ocean, 62 Town send St. , San Francisco, Cali f . 94107. 1967.
HOW TO PREPARE GAME, by Jack L.
Brinhall. Deseret News, 44 E. Temple St., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84111 . 1964. $3.95.
HOW TO PREPARE ANO PRESERVE
GAME, by Charles EJHott. Popular Science
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"YOU ANO YOUR WILD GAME," "THE
PR0NGHORN ANTELOPE CARCASS,"
Wyoming Game & Fish Commi ssion, Cheyenne, Wyo, 82001.
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"FAM0.US GAME RECIPES," "HOW TO
BUTCtil;A YOUR DEER," Virginia Commission of"Game & Inland Fisheries, Box 11104.
Richmond. Va. 23230.
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"WHAT DO I DO NOW/FIELD DRESSING,"
South Dakota Departme11t of Game, Fish &
Parks, Pierre, S.D. 57501.

84116.
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"VENISON FIELD CARE ANO COOKING,"
Utah State Division of Wildlife Resources.
1596 W.N. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah
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"HUNTER'S GUIDE TO THE DEER OF
NEW MEXICO," New Mexico Department of
Game & Fish, State Capitol, Santa Fe, N.M.
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''HOW TO BUTCHER YOUR DEER,"
"HANDLING YOUR BIG GAME KILL,"
Tennessee Game & Fish Commission, P.O.
Box 40747, Nashville, Tenn. 37220.
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"DEER," "THE WHITETAIL DEER," "SO
YOU DON'T LIKE VENISON," "VENISON
NEEDN 'T BE POTLUCK," "WEIGH YOUR
DEER WITH A STRING," Pennsylvania
Game Commis.sioo, P.O. Box 1567, Harrisburg, Pa. 17120.

$5.00.
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"CARE OF VENISON," Colorado Depart·
ment of Fish & Game, 6060 Broadway,
Denver, Colo. 80216.

$7.95.
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'"AFTE R YOUR DEER IS DOWN," Ohio
Dept. of Natura l Resources, Div, of Wildlife,
1500 Dublin Road, Columbus, Ohio 43215.

THE HOME BOOK OF SMOKE COOKING
MEAT, FISH 8i GAME, by Jack Sleight &
Raymond Hull. Stackpole Books. 1971.

0·
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WILDERNESS COOKERY, by Bradfo rd
Angier. Stackpole Books. 1970. $1.95.

BOOKLETS, LEAFLETS
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"FIELD DRESSING YOUR DEER," "GAME
COOKERY - MAIN STYLE," Maine Depart·
rnent of Inland Fisheries & Game, Augusta,

"A GUIDE TO GAME.COOKERY," Vermont
Agency of Environmental Conservation, [)e.
partment of Fish & Game, Montpelier, Vt.

Cll

~

"FIELD DRESSING A DEER - DO'S AND
OONTS;" "BIG GAME COOKERY," New
York State Conservation Department,
Albany, N.Y. 12226. ·

TME VENISON BOOK, by Audrey A lley
Gorton. The Stephen Greene Press, Box 1000.
Brattleboro, Vt. 05301. 1957. $1.95.

0 1005. 1968. $3.95.
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Anchorage, A~ka 99502.

GAME ANO FISH: FROM FIELD TO
TABLE, by Roy Wall. The Naylor Co., 1015
Culebra Ave., San Antonio, Texas 78201 .
1972. $4.95,
GAME IN THE KITCHEN, by Barbara Flood.
Barre Publishers. Sou th St., Barre, Mass.
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"FIELD DRESSING BIG GAME," "BUTCHERING THAT MOOSE." "'THE ALASKA
HUNTER'S COOKB00K," Alaska Depart.
ment of Fish & Game, 333 Raspberry Road,

"GAME RECIPES," "SKIN IT, TA N IT, SEW
IT;' Michigan Department of Natural Re.
sources, Mason Building, Lansing, Mich.

$7.95.
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THE STEW COOKBOOK, by Johnrae Earl &
James McCormick. Price/Stern/Sloan Publishers, Inc., 410 N. La Cienaga Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90048. 1973. $3.95.
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TI-IE SMOKE FOOD RECIPE BOOK, by Jack
Sleight. Stackpole Books. $8.95.

"FIELD CARE OF YOUR GAME," by Bill
Sizer, Arizona Game & Fish Department,
2222 West Greenway Road, Phoenix, Ariz.

GAME ANO FISH COOKBOOK, by Harriet
& James Barnett. Grossman Publishers, 625
Madison Ave., N.Y .. N.Y. 10022. 1968.
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SMOKE COOKING, by Matt Dramer & Roger
Sheppard, Hawthorne Books, Inc., 70 Fifth
Ave •• N.Y., N.Y. 10011. 1967.$5.95.

GAME COOKERY RECIPES, by Eugene ·L.
Conrotto. Filter Press, Box 5, Palmer Lake.
Colo. 80133. 1971. $3.50; paper, $1.00.
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60607. 1964. $3.95.

59601.
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GAME COOKERY, by E.N. & Edith Sturdivant. Popular Science Publishing Company,
Inc .. 355 Lexington Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
1967. $ 1.95.
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SHOOTER'S BIBLE COOKBOOK, by
Garaldine Sreindler. Follett Publishing Co..
1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

10017. 1972. $3.95.
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RE. . NGTON WILD GAME COOKBOOI<,
edited by L.W. Johnson. Remington Arms,
Box 206, Fairfield, Conn. 06430. $1.95.

COOKING FOR CAMP AND TRAIL, by
Hasse Bunnelle- with Shirley Sarvis. Sierra
Club Books, 597 Fifth Ave.. N.Y., N.Y.
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$20.00.

"FIELD CARE OF BIG GAME," Montana
Department of Fish & Game, Helena, Mont.
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PROFESSIONA L GUIDE'S MANUAL, by
George Leona~d Marter. (Written for North
Star Guide Assoc.I ~ener's, Inc., Waseca,
Minn. 56093. 1971 . $3.79; condensed version, paper, 45 cents.

Bi ll McGrail. Weybright & Talley, Inc., 750
Third Avenue, N.Y .. N.Y. 10017. 1969.
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the NELSON
ARROW HOLDER

LIKE HAVING
ANOTHER HAND!
1. Keeps your arrow in place ready
for the next shot
or
Always have your arrow on the bow
2. Releases arrow nois.elessly
3. You ean shoot with mittens on
4. Snaps in and out of handy Jiffy
Clip

holder

Arrow Holder -------···.. $2.00 ea.
Jiffy Clip only .....................-.......... $1.00 ea.

see your dealer or write

R & D PRODUCTS
P.O. Bo:s: l54A
Euless, Texas 76089

the ULTIMATE is

THIS 4 BLADE BROADHEAD
DESIGNED BY EXPERIENCED
BOWHUNTERS, GIVES YOU
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
5 REASONS YOU SHOULD USE THE

rie:vJ MAGNUM stainless steel broadheads
•Over 50% more effective than most.
•Vented blades to assure perfect flight.
•Tough cuthtry heat trl!'ated stainless steel for
ma>cimum strength and sharpening ability.
•Integral brazed unit construction. No
loose parts.
•Hollow ground edge.

MAGNUM I

$10.95 per doz. or $6.50 1/2 doz.
MAGNUM II

$9.95 per doz. or $5.50 1/ 2 doz.

MOHAWK
ARCHERY PRODUCTS
228 BRIDGE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13057

Great Days Afield...

The
Thrill And
A Half
Bear
by James P. Williams
I HAVEN'T THE slightest idea how it
all began. Perhaps I got the idea from
reading so many archery articles. The
idea also could have been encouraged by
Dick Vance who owns the Dewey Avenue Archery Shop in Rochester, N.Y.
Dick has taken bear in Canada.
About two years ago, I asked Dick for
the name of a guide and outfitter who
would cater to archers for a spring bear
hunt. He gave the name of Harvey
Fortunato who operates Moose Hom
Cabins near Cbapleau, Ontario. At that
time I thought of the possibilities, but
dlsmlssed the idea. I couldn't justify it
in my own mind.
Shortly after Christmas, however, I
made the decision to go and asked my
neighbor, Jack Landuyt, to go along.
Jack used to watch me practice in my
backyard , and then he started shooting
the bow and arrow. He agreed immedlately even though the month of June is
a busy business month for him. To
round out our party we asked my
father, Bill Williams, of Salamanca,
N.Y., and my brother-in-law, Ronnie
Bryant, from Perry, N.Y. Both men
eagerly accepted.
I quickly sent a letter to Harvey
Fortunato, and scheduled a June hunt.
Soon we received confirmation and a
letter answering the many questions
that I had asked concerning stands and
weather conditions. By the end of January the die was cast.
As the time for the hunt approached,
I stepped up my practice routine and
general preparation. Last year I had
installed a three-pin sight on my Wing
Gull, targeted in for 15, 25 and 35
yards. From a tree stand, this bow and
sight combination works very well for
me. I decided to use Herter's aluminum
2219 shafts mounted with Howard Hill
broadheads. I find this head one of the
most effective that I've ever shot. I
constructed three tree stands, and made
three rope ladders.
During the last month I practiced
every other day, shooting from 30 to 60

arrows per day at various ranges. I spent
some time shooting from a six-foot
ladder. .As my groups tightened up, my
confidence increased.
On June 2, Jack and I, who live in
Canandaigua, N.Y., packed the cars and
drove to Perry where we picked up Bill
and Ronnie. Sixteen hours later we
arrived in Chapleau.
About 3 p.m. on that same day,
Harvey took us out to show us our
stands. All the baits had been hit recently. Tired but excited, we settled into
our areas. We put up tree stands for
Ronnie and me while Bill and Jack
settled into ground blinds• .As soon as
we were settled, black flies and mosquitoes covered us. I was actually thankful
for the darkness when I could bide in
the station wagon. Both Ronnie and Bill
had seen bear and each had a shot, but
neither had connected.
We awoke the next morning to the
itching of bug bites. When I looked in
the minor, my neck was bigger than my
head. Nervous and bug-shy, we agreed
to go back on the stands in the afternoon, making sure head nets were prop·
erly in place.
Ronnie's stand proved to be the most
active. Bears hit the bait as much as
tJuee times a day. We considered putting up a sign to read "Ronnie's Diner."
The bears always bit the area when no
one was on the stand.
Monday, Ronnie and I started hunting
both morning and afternoon. No bears
appeared. We even began to smell like
the rotted beaver and beef that was used
for bait. On Tuesday evening, there was
a noisy party of people about 200 yards
from my stand. I sat out the hunting
hours in the hopes that they would go
away, but they didn't.
Harvey woke us up about 7:30 a.m.
on Wednesday. He had heard about the
party near my stand and decided to
move me to an area about a mile away
from Jack's stand. When we went in to
check the stand, the bait had been hit.
We rebaited the area and Ronnie and I
set up the extra tree stand that we had·
brought along. The stand was about 14
feet from the ground and some 15 to 18
yards from the bait. It lookea like an

ideal setup for getting a beaz.
I had been on the stand about two
hours when I heard a shot from Jack's
direction. About a half hour later I saw
Jack standing on Ute road and waving.
He had shot at and hit a bear. I quickly
climbed down, and as we drove toward
his stand, Jack explained he had left his
blind to give his cramped legs a stretch.
As he came back to the blind he saw a
bear at the belt. The bear saw him at
about the same time. He raised his
Marlin 30-30 and got off a shot which
knocked the bear down hard but didn't
keep him there. Jack figured it would be
better lf two went in after him.
I left my bow in the car and began the
job of tracking with Jack's rifle. The
blood trail was good. The bear had
stopped about 30 yards from the hit,
but we must have spooked it when we
started into the thick undergrowth. The
bear circled and wandered over about
100 yards of thick brush. Just as the
blood trail began to disappear, Jack
shouted, ''There's the bear and he isn't
dead." I quickly stepped toward Jack
and could see the bear starting to get up
about 25 yards away. I held the rifle on
him, but it was almost impossible to pick
him out in the telescopic sight in the
dim light. When the post settled on the
bear's back I pulled the trigger. The
bullet hit exactly where I aimed and the
bear went down. Just as quickly, he let
out a roar and was on his feet and
coming straight at us. I tried to find the
charging bear in the scope again. It
seemed like an eternity before I found
him and pulled the trigger. The bear
dropped about 15 yards away.
JACK'S FIRST BEAR

We dragged the 150-pound bear out
and took some pictures. It was Jack's
first bear and I was as proud as he was.
If the hunt had ended then it would
have been all right with both of us.
It was about 7 p.m. when I headed
back toward my stand. I had had
enough excitement to last me a long
time, and I also had mixed emotions
about going after a bear with the "two
sticks" in my hands.
.As I slowly approached about 100
yards from the stand, I saw a bear near
the bait; but the bear had seen me and
headed for tall timber. Had I been on
my toes I could have stalked him from
behind a log pile and had a shot from
about 30 yards. At that time I felt that I
had blown my hunt, so I walked straight
to the stand and weanly climbed the
tree. The excitement of the previous
experience and the fact that I had seen a
bear at my bait encouraged me enough
to remain confident.
For the first time, time seemed to fly
by. The woods were strangely quiet.
Thirty minutes after I had gotten on the
stand I heard a twig snap and a low
grunting sound.

I slowly looked over my left shoulder
and about 25 yards behind me was a
bear. The bear stopped making noise
and began a slow cautious circle in
toward the bait. It stopped several times
and sniffed the air. When it began to
cross the log pile, about 12 yards away,
I began to draw. Just as I started to
draw, the bear looked straight at me and
I froze. It sniffed and again moved
toward the bait, only to stop when I
moved for a better position. Each time
the bear stopped, it sniffed the air and
looked straight at me. I said to myself,
"The next time he stops, shoot!" Now,
at about 15 yards the bear stopped and
looked away t'rom me. Just as I was
coming to full draw, the log the bear
was standing on broke and the bear fell
into a hole between the logs. Now I said
to myself, "You've not only got a
stupid bear, but a clumsy one."

Nock Locll.s lncreaM accuracy becauae

arrow 11 nockad in aame position on
bow string tor everv ahot. Holds arrow

firmly at desired position.

MV 250-POUNDER

I let down and the bear gathered
himself and climbed over the remaining
logs. I drew as it approached the bait. I
aligned the 15-yard pin on the bear's
side. The bear was quartered away from
me and stopped at the bait. As the
bear's head went down, the arrow was
in the air. The white and orange feathers
disappeared in the black fur about two
inches below where I was still holding
the pin. The bear let out a "woof" and
jumped. Then I could see the arrow
buried in the soft soil opposite the bear.
I already had another arrow on the bow
and began looking for an opening to get
another shot. I swung on an open trail
about 30 yards away and held, waiting
for the bear to come through the edge
of the woods. The bear didn't arrive.
About 10 yards away from the place
where the first arrow bad hit, the bear
was behind some small trees and I had
about a six-inch opening to shoot
through about 25 yards away. I aimed
at the black fur and released. The arrow
went through the opening but was
deflected by the many small branches.
The next arrow didn't make it through
the opening. The third arrow flew true
and the bear stopped moving.
Later, we found the second hit had
traveled along the outside of the bear,
slitting open the belly, passed under the
left foreleg through the neck and lodged
in the skull at the base of the brain. I'm
confident that the b ear died from the
first hit, and had died quickly and
humanely. When we field-dressed the
bear, we found the lungs had been
penetrated and shredded. The bear was
a sow and weighed about 250 pounds.
I sat on the stand platform and
watched the bear for about 40 minutes.
'The whole episode had taken about 20
seconds. This was the payoff for the
many months of practice I had put in. I
had even planned the shot before, and
everything went exacfly my way.

• Keeti•

llow tl11 i•

•• 111i1i111I CGMt-

11Do.

• M81111 al soft pll1bl1 nillller.

• FilsallllGwa.

50¢

Writtt for FREE i nformation /

WILSON -ALLEN CORP.
Boll 102

Windsor. Mo 65360

Telephone 816 647 ·3125

With the

hi-tensile
aluminum
alloy pistol
grip handle
having long,
thin sight win·
dow, bi-radial
shelf, in lustrous.
non-reflecting black.
Non-stacking Lan1l·
naglass, full-working
recurve interchangeable
limbs in hunter brown.
Length, 60", l·pieee take·
down for easy packing.
Cho.ice of draw weights from
30 to. 65 lb. in 5-lb. steps. A
winner for hunting or target.

995 at Your Dealers
Right hand draw only.
If not in stock, order direct

----------Plas/Steel Products, Inc.

1205 Park, Walkertoo, IN 46674

Send Bushwhacker Bow _ _ draw wt $29.95
POS1paid. £.nelosed is Money Order or Cheek.
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At Cobo Hall ...

WHY NOT?

1974 American Indoor
Open to All Archers

BuitJ t°'" f!J"""' a~

Compleite li~e of Arche ry Supplies for the
Archer who en1oys building his own.

At LOW LOW prlcesl
BO-TUFF & MAPLE LAMINATIONS
SEMI-FINISHED BOWS, $15.00 to $l 9 .00
BO-TUFF BOW KITS, $5.00 to $9.SO
RISER KITS, from $2.00
SHAFTS - WOOD, GLASS, METAL
• FEATHERS, NOCKS, POINTS, AltROWS
e BLUEPRINTS AND FULLy ILLUSTRATED
INSTRUCTION MATERIALS
e FULL LINE OF ARCHERY ITEMS AT
WHOLESALE PRICES. Quantity Discounts
e SPECIALISTS IN SERVICE FOR SCHOOL
SHOPS, SCOUTS and Archet"S,

DOOR PRIZES $1,500 IN MERCHANDISE

e
e
e
e
e

wc

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
&th

r

Ogd•n, Utah 84403

H_ere it Is. Saunders tamous Falcon 300. Designed for rec1slon target shooting. Narrower pouch. Prongs clos:r to
~e handle top-cuts pressure on the wrist lo a minimum
h om/late with stabilizers. $15.00. Specify right or l eft~
an ed model. If your dealer can't supply, write:
SAUNDERS ARCHERY CO., Columbus . Neb. 68601
Join us for

t~e

SV
a unders U.S. Op en Slingsh ot Toum ama nt
'
as e gas - J anuary 26-27 at the
Desert Inn Classic Archery Tournament
c o-sponsored by Saunders

350

325
300

stroll across the floor to check targe ts and pull arrows.

The $24._0?0 1974 American Indoor Archery Championships
at ?e.tro1t s Co~o lfa!I. ~arch 23-24 will have limited and
unhm1ted shootmg d1vis1ons, in championship and flight
brackets. ~e announcement was made by Bob Rhode, Archery Champions, Inc., manager ot the tournament " We
wanted to have a shoot for all archers so this is the onJ~ way
to go," he said.
'
Cas~ and merchandise prize breakdowns are listed on the
opposite page.
In addi~ion to the divisional change, new - and different rounds will be shot. Limited Division shooters will score on
the ~ew International Indoor Round (Short FIT A), at a 40
cent1me.ter (15.6 inches) target with a 10·9·8-etc. scoring
'I11ey will shoot two rounds, with each round constituting 60
arr~w~, three. ~~ows per end with a three-minute time limit.
_llnlnruted DmSJon archers will shoot two rounds at a 12.
mcb, five-color ta~et face, scoring 54-3-2·1. Each end will
be three arrows, Wltb a three-minute time limit.
There's ~~~ a possibility, according t-0 Rhode, that the
amateur. dl~s1on competition will be a National Archery
Association mdoor nati?nal championship. Should this come
to. pass, all amateurs wtll need to acquire an NAA member·
ship card. to compete. But this shouldn't be too big a change
because 1t seems most amateur competitors at the event ar
al.ready NAA members.
e
As the rules now stand, it is impossible for the PAA to
sanction the tournament. However, we're hoping that within
the next two m~?ths the situation will change. We hope to
announce a dec1s10n on this in the next issue of A I
World. If no~ P?Ssible, a direct mailing wiU be made t~c~rJ.
member~ ?0 tifymg them of the status of the tournament
A dec1s1on ?n the officiality of the Amateur Division. will
be,~n~unced 1~ the next issue of Archery World.
We ve received great support from manufacture "
Rhode sa!d, "which has enabled us to boost both cash :~d
merchandise. award totals. I want to point out that this is not
a complete list of all co-sponsors. They are the co-sponsors to
date ! w~. hope to add a couple more good archery names to
th e 1ist.
.A compl~te lis~ of all merchandise prizes and co-sponsors
be pubhs~ed tn the next issue of Archery World.
be Las,~ years to~a~ent was good; this one should be even
tter, R:h?~e S&d. We have more cash and merchandise·
the two divisions should give us more competitors and •t•'
been a good year for archery all around. Cobo H~U is ~ s
e
place to be next March 28-24 . .,

13th $170
14th 160
15th 150

lit $500
2nd 350
3rd 300
4th 250
5th
200
6th 150

LI MITE D DIVI S ION $6,000
Woman
$275
13th $170
1st $500
250
14th 160
2nd 350
225
15th 140
3rd 300
200
4th 250
190
5th 200
180
6th
150

MAY R EQUEST TO SHOOT IN TH E CHAMPIONSHI P DI V ISION , BEFORE

Limited Flight 1
6 places.. , ... . , ... .. .. . $1,800 in Merchandise
Limited Flight 2
6 places •......... ... . . . $1,200 in Merchandise
Limited Flight 3
6 places . , . . ... . .... . ... $1,100 in Merchandise
Limited Flight 4
5 places ................ $1 ,000 in Merchandi.w
Limited Flight 5
5 places ....... , ........ $ 900 in Merchandise

•Archers at the 1973 American Indoor

WRITE l'"OR M>.NUFACTU RER PRIC~A~~ c:cf&R°~8··
GLASS SH A FT& AN D B O.TUFF L A MINA TIO N S. N

o. aox 3013

7th $27!5
250
8th
9th 225
200
10th
11th 190
12th 180

$600
475
400

ANY ARCHER

-ATTENTION DEALERS-

P.

Womm

M•n

ARC D l8Tft111 UTOR8 P'OR G O R DON

BINGHAM ARCHERY

CHAM PI ONSHIP
Men
1st $600
7th
2nd 475
8th
3rd 400
9th
4th 350
10th
11th
5th 325
12th
6th
300

CHAMPI ON SHIP UNLIM ITED DI VISI ON $6,000

THE TOURNAMENT STARTS.

Unlimited Flight 1
6 places . .... .. . ........ $1,800 in Merchandise
Unlimited Flight 2
5 places ..... , .. ........ $ 1,200 in Merchandise
Unlimited Flight 3
5 places . .... .. . . , ...... $1 .100 in Merchandise
Unlimited Flight 4
5 places ..... .... ....... $1,000 in Merchandisa
Unlimited Flight 5
5 ph1c11s................ $ 900 in Merchandise

All Limited competition will be shot under AAC eQuipment ruling.
Limited Division will shoot new International Indoor Round (60 arrows at 40 centimeter face scoring 10,9,8,7,6,5,4.3.2,1 ), 3 arrows per end,
time limit to be announced
Unlimited Division will shoot 60 arrows at 12-inch, 5-color face scoring 5, 4 , 3, 2, 1. 3 arrom per end, time limit to be announced
AMATEUR CHAM PIONSHIP
1st
2nd
3rd
Trophies
Women Free Style
1st
2nd
3rd
Trophies
Men Bara Bow
1st
2nd
3rd
Trophies
Woman Bare Bow
1st
2nd
3rd
Trophies
Amateur Division must shoot under AAC equipment rullng
Amateur Division will shoot same round as Limited Division

JUN IOR OLYM PIC CHAM PI ONSHIP
Girts
Trophies
all classes
1st
2nd
Boys
Trophies
all claas&s
1st
2nd
Taam
Trophies
1st
2nd

Men Fr" Style

3nt

3rd
3rd

You must be a member of the Junior Olympic
program to shoot

ARCH ERY CHAMPIONS, INC. wishes to thank the following companies and organizations for their help in co-sponsoring the
16th American Indoor Championships. Archery World Magazine, A.L.O.A., Allen Compound Bows, Bear Archery Co., Carroll
Archery Co., Darton Archery Co., Daisy Air Rifles, Damon Howatt Archery Co., Easton Aluminum, Gun-Ho Sport Cases,
Herters Inc., Jennings Compound, Killian Check-it Sights, N.F.A.A. Pro Division, Martin Archery, Ben Pearson, Precision
Archery, Roberts Archery, Shakespeare Archery, Wing Archery Co. and Saunders Archery Co. Without the support of the above
manufacturers and organizations It wo uld be impossible t o put this tournament on.

A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL MERCHANDISE PRIZES AND SPONSORS WI LL BE IN THE NEXT ISSUE
OF ARCHERY WORLD MAGAZINE.

STREET

NAM
STAT

CITY
CLASS
ENTRY FEE
LATE ENT RY
(after March 10)
CHECK ONE

Wo men
Men
Men
Women
Limited Limited Unlimited Unlimited
40.00
40.00
40.00
40 00
45.00
45.00
45.00
45.00

ZIP
Men
AM -FS
20.00
25.00

Junior
0 1 mpic
7.50
10.00

Jr. Olympic Club Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - Regular Registration until March 10, 1974. Make all checks for entry fees payable to AR CHE RY CHAMPIONS INC.. Rt. 1,
Medford, Minn. 55049. Mail check with this en try form to that address .

\VI!!

1974 AMER ICAN INDOOR ARCHERY CHAMP IONSHIPS. Mail hotel reservation to HOTEL PONCHARTRAIN, Two Wash·
ington Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 48226.
HOTE L AESERVATIONS ......... Single, $19 to $23. -........... Double, $25 to $27
Name
Streer___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
City
State
Zip _ _ _ _ __ _
Arrival Date
Time
Departure Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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• Uppt1r ftJft, f rom
left, Doug Brothen ,
K6iyne Puflfln.
Les Andltt1on,
men 's free1rrt..

1951 Geraldson Dr.
Lancaster, Pa. 1760 1
(AC 7 17) 569-6900

•Lo i.wr ,.ft, from
left, SMita Brown.
Ruth W.lf•c•.
Vonda Kt1mmt1rt1r,
~ 's freenyle.

OFFI CERS
President:
Georg e Helwig

•Upper rfght, from
111ft, Tom Bezusko,
RadHoallflr,
Frank Kitz/er,
msn'I balWbow.
• Lollllflrrlghr. from
left, M• rgart1t
8Mlnfltt, Eunlctt
Schewe, c.cily
Col•s. women 's
bereboW.

69 E. Galbraith Ro::;d
Cincinnati, Ohio 45216
Vice-Pres:
Lura Wilson
Greene. New York 13778

Secretary:
Clayton B. Shenk
1951 Geraldson Dr .
Lancaster , Pa . 176 01

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Term Expires 1974
James M. Frazee, Jr.
P. 0 . Box 566
Altamonte Sprin gs, Fla. 32 10 1

R. E. Marten
271 S Southwest 23rd St.
Des M oines, Iowa 50315

Dwight A. Nyquist
1 7707 1 3th St. NW
Seattle. Wash. 981 77

Term Expires 1975
Donald Nist
2452 E. Mountain St.
Pasadena . Calif. 91104

George Hoffmeister
R. R. 2
Hastings, Nebrtiska 68 9 01
Harold Kremer

1214 Lindsay Lane
Rydal, Pa. 19046

Term Expires 1976
George Helwig
6 9 E. Galbraith Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45 216

Margaret Klann
1836 E. Pafmcroft Dr.
Tempe, Arizona 85281
Lura Wilson
Green e. New York 13778

MEMBER OF
INTERNATIONAL
ARCHERY
FEDERATION
(FITA)

•

•

MEMBER OF
UNITED STATES
OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE

JUNIOR
OLYMPIC
ARCHERY
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
George Helwig, Chairm,·m
69 E. Galbraith Road

FIRST FIELD CHAMPIONSHIP OF AMERICAS
Seventeen archers from the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico
assembled at Lake Buena Vista, Florida, for the tint Field
Otamplonshlp of the Americas In late October.
Wayne Pullen of Saskatchewan shot a fine 266-274/540
Hunter and a 276-272/548 Field for a top men's freestyle
score of 1088. He was followed by Les Andel'Son of Ontario
with a 511-550/1061 and Doue Brothers of Ohio with a
512-548/1060. Anderson dropped only one mow - at the
30·meter stake on the 45-meter walk-up target - to record a
278 on bis first 14 targets of the Field Round
Ruth Wallace of Pennsylvania topped wo'men's freestyle
with a 228-247/475 Hunter and 253-266/519 Field fora 994
total. Rod Hoover of Pennsylvania won the men's barebow
division with a 246-241/487 Hunter and 210·219/429 Field
for 916. Eunice Schewe of Dllnols topped women's barebow
with a 195:219/414 Hunter and l S0.189/369 Field for 783.
The entire tourney was shot under Florida bragging
weather conditions, so everyone stayed loose. The only bitch
came from the airlines; they didntt deliver Lucille Lessard's
=w until the second day of the event. So sbe borrowed a
w from Southeastern Archery Sales In Orlando and - ts
tered a 403-459/862.
·~· ·
The tournament was orpnlzed by the Walt Disney World
Archers and ran smoothly.
The 1974 field championship, to be hosted by Puerto
Rico, will bopefully attract more countries. There are eight
FITA members lo the Western Hemisphere - Canada the
Unld~-Statltes, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Cuba, Venezuela, Brazil
an .noawn na.

Mln'1 frwstyle
Wayne Pullen, Canada
Les Anderson. Canada
Doug Brothers, USA
Lothar Jaeckel, Canada
Terrv Wallace. USA
Fred V~. Puerto Rico

Women'• freutvl•
Ruth Wallace, USA
Vonda Fitk Kemmerer, USA
Sheila Brown . Canada
Lucille Lessard, Canada
Wanda Allan , Canada

Men' sbertbow
Rod Hoover . USA
Frank Ditz ler . USA
Tom Bezusko. Canada
Women's bereboW
Eunice Schewe, USA
Cecily Coles, Canada
Margaret Be nne tt, USA

640-54811088
511-550/1 061
512-54811060
496-536/1031

476-4911967

TOURNAMENTS, TOURNAMENTS
East Stroudsbuig Stat.e CoDeee ts orpniztng a toumament
for February 10 using the 18-meter International Round. It
will be shot ln the fleldhome at the collep. For full info,
write to Maryann Schwmn, Pbysi~ EdueaUon Deputment,
East Stroudsburg Sta&& College, Fat StroudsbUJt, Pa. 18801.

358-345/703
475-519/994
457-493/950

44, -4481889
403459/862
395-453/848

487-429/916
499-402/90 1
412·41 1/823

*****

'Ibe annual Atlantic YMCA Open Indoor Championship for
youth under 18 is set for Manheim Township Hip School
near Laneaster, Pa., Satunlay, March 16. Tbe Lancuter Areh·
ery Qub will hold their unual ln'fttattonal t.eam chaJDplonsbip at the same location on Sunday, March 1'l. Colllpetltlon
for the Lancaster event la hued on the 18-meter Intema·
tlonal Indoor Round, and will be shot under NAA rulea.

414.359ns3

3()6.270/576
3 12-247/559

NAA BOARD ACTION
At its last rneeting, the NAA Board of Governors:
Passed a resolution lncllcatlnc that pass-through or rebo\Dld
arrows will be recO?ded as hlt& pro'Vided all previous holes on
the target face have been marked. 'Ibey did provide an op·
fion for unmarked targets - when the scoring system is
10-9·8-etc, the value of the pass-through or rebound will be 7
for distances 60 yards and closer and 5 for distances beyond
60 yards, and when the scorlng system is 5-4·8-2-1, the value
will be 4.
PMsed a resolution agreeing there will be only one official
practice end at the beginning of each offichu round of com·
petition.
Gave tmanimous approval and official recognition to the
new International Indoor Rounds - 18 meters scored on a
40-centimeter face with 10 scoring rings, and 25 meters
scored on a SO-centimeter face with 10 scoring ring&. An
official round at each distance will be two rounds of 30
arrows each.
Approved making available the NAA " 54" pin, provided
the score ls made on an International Indoor Round. To win
this pin, six arrows in succession must be placed in the 9 or
10 scoring rtng. The Chicago Round will no longer be used as
a "54" pin qualifier.
Unanimously supported the dissenting vote cast at the
AAC meeting by the NAA representative, Ed Marten, against
approving the use of the compound bow in any sanctioned
toumament&.
The annual winter meeting of the Board of Governors will
be February 1-3 in St. Louis.

......

'lbe U.S. Indoor Championships wDl be held SatutdaJ, Maleh
30, at the Fum Show Building, Haalaburg, Pa. 'llae contelt
will be hued on the NAA 900 round and scoied under current rules. The annual Pennsyl~ania Indoor State Team
Otampionshlp will be held in the same place the following
day. For full Info about both events, write to the NAA at
1951 Geraldlon Dr., Lancaster, Pa. 17601.

•••••

'Ibe University of Mloneaota will spoDIOI a tournament April
6-7 at the fteldhouse on the campus. An Indoor FIT A round
will be shot the ant day, and a "900" Round the second
day. For full info, Wllte to Roy Hakala, Apt. 6, 550 12th
Ave. N., South St. Paul, Mhm. 55076.

•••••

The 4th Wodd Field Archery Champiolllhip will be held the
last full week in July, 1974, in Yugoslavia. It will be shot
under rules promulpt.ed by FITA.

TOP IOWA AMATEURS
Baled on ftve toumeya held by the Iowa State Archery Aaso·
aation the p11t year, here am the ratlnas of Iowa ama&eur
archers:
Ladies treestyle: Donen Wilber, Jeffe11on; ROM ADen,
Mason City~ C'4lleen Yonda, Dubuque; his Qougb, Dubuque;
Donna Knmer, Mason Qty; Jerry Welht Bettendorf; Cllol
Green, Des Moines; Gae Steuri, Monticello; Lois Bennett,
Knoxvllle;
Mens freestyle: Bob w e, Altoona; Guy RDey, Cedar
Rapids; R. E. "Ed" Marten, Des Moines; Ron Meyer,
Dubuque; Ken Woody, Des Moines; Gene Qelsalnger, West
Des Moines; Al Walkner, Cedar Rapids; .Jim Curtis, Dea
Moines; Steve Allen, Fort Dodge; Cbulle Wise, MIBQ1l Qty;
Ladies buebow: Patti Henson, Ames; Karen Ramley,
IOWA STATE FITA FIELD CHAMPS
Davenport; Rhonda Plemmons, Divenport; Lee Rlcblldacm,
Gary Riley, Cedar Rapids, set a new state record for the
O!dar Rapids; Ruth Nowadzll;y, Cedar Rapids; Bev Marda.
mA Field round with a 622 at the Firth Annual Iowa State
Davenport; Diane Knllk, Creston; Helen Wdlht, Ames; Betty
Archery Association Field Championship In Mason City. The
~my, Bettendorf; Rolle Sanden, Cedar Rapldi;
old record of 512 was held by Vance Patrilla. Donna Krarner,
Mena buebow: Cbadei Hawldn8, Blue Ora; Tony
Mason City, won the women's cbampionship with a 321 .
Henson, Ames; Gary Salbelg, HaWuden; A. "Red" RamseY,
Following Riley were Bob Lane, 499; R. E ...Ed" Marten,
Davenport; Roger Plemmons, Davenport; Ron Welll,
494; Jim Curtis, 456; Chuck Wise, 381; Roger Anhalt, 323;
Bettendorf; Terence Tobin, Cbades QLy; Roter 1)olllnt,
Dick Hoff, 814; Ray Kramer, 308; John Wise, 248. Rose
Ames; Freel 'nJDmermans, Dubuque; Flank Seufeler, Des
Allen ftnished second in the women's division with a 313.
Moines.
PENN STATE WORKSHOP
'lbe 19?4 Pennsylvania State Archery Workshop will be held
June 16-26 at Stone Valley State College. Satisfactory completion of the workshop is worth academic credi~ and will
also get you a certified instructor's certificate from the NAA.
For full infonnation, wrlte to the National Archery Associa·
lion, 1951 Geraldson Dr., Lancaster, Pa. 17601.

PHYLLIS BIGEL NAMED
N.Y. STATE COLLEGIATE DIRECTOR
Pbyllia Bl&el, assistant profeaor of health and physleal education at Brooklyn
baa been appolnt,ed colleli&te arch·
ery cllrecto! of the New York State Archery Aaaoclatlon. She
~ in her eighth year as azcllery coach at Brooklyn.

eoneee,
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NATIONAL FLIGHT RESULTS
Here's how the arrows flew and flew and flew at the 1978
NAA National Flight Toumament at Ivanpah Dry Lake on
the California-Nevada border- in early October:
Men's amateur, 50-pound class - Vern Godsey, 60!1 yards,
2 feet, 8 inches; Charles Grayson, 595-0-4; Morton Mendels,
572·1·6; WUJiam Mendels, 519·2·7; 65-pound class - Charles
Grayson, 698-0-6; Vern Godsey, 689·1·3; William Mendels,
601·2·10; Morton Mendels, 456-2-0; 80-pound class - Vern
Godsey, 693-0-8; Charles Grayson, 545·2·9; Morton Mendels,
586-1-8; unlimited class - Vern Godsey, 786·0·9; Charles
Grayson, 616·2·11; William Mendels, 511·1·8; Morton
Mendels, 478·2·2.
Women non·amateUI - Monica Wildenburg topped 36pound cla&i with 443·2·7, 50-pound claM with 522-1-6 and
unlimited class with 501-2-4.
Men n on-amateur, 60-pound class - Harry Drake, 616-Q.6;
Ou ls Wildenberg, 680-1-4; 66-pound class - Harry Drake,
673-1-11; Chris Wildenberg, 621·1·9; 80.pound class - Chris
Wildenberg, 599-2-3; unlimited class - Harry Drake, 710-2-9;
Chris Wildenberg, 633-2-1.
LIEBERMA~, LORENSEN TOP ASU
OLYMPIC QuALIFIERS

Steve Lieberman, shooting a great 1255 Single FITA,'topped
the men's division at the Arizona State Olympic Qualifier at
Tempe in early October. Irene Lorensen, with a strong
285-270-281-320/1156 topped her division by 32 points.
Liebennan shot a 295 at 90 metel'S, only one point off the
world record, and added scores of 305, 316 and 339 for his
1265 total, which ls only 13 points off the world record.
Trailing Lieberman were Mark Vancas, 247-286-260.318/
1111; Dave Wroblewski, 257-227·288-332/1102; Phil Trafton,
206-271-271-312/1060, and Steve Allen, 230-218-284-308/
1040. Trailing Lorensen were Kay Sarver with 264-278-276306/1124; Diane Tone, 257-266-275-317/1106; Carol Jurn,
247·262-272. 328/1104.
In the Intermediate girl's division, Chris Pugh shot a
282-245-244-299/1020 to take top honors. Carole Cheuvront
was next with 198-228-239-814/979; Jocelyn Wendorf,
223-24 7·229-263/962.

EASTERN REGIONAL COLLEGIATE RESULTS
Richard Stonebraker, Penn State, and Janet Kemmerer, East
Stroudsburg State, won their respective divisions at th.e Eastern Regional Intercollegiate Championships at Glassboro
State College In late October. Stonebraker shot a 712 American, 290 NAA "300" for a 1,002 total. Miss Kemmerer regis·
tered a 578 Columbia and 266 NAA "800" for her 844
winning total.
In the men's division, Charles Bockhorn , Atlantic Com·

munity College, was second with 712-274/986; third went to
Ray Stone, Madison CoJJege, with 704-273/ 977. Runners-up
in women's shooting were Kathy Osinga, Ramape College,
with 540-236/776, Nancy McCullough, Mlllersvllle State Col·
lege, 536- 23 5/771, and Kare'n Kosinuk, Penn State,
528-243/771.
Top men's team was the Atlantic Commuruty College
group of Charles Bockhorn, Bruce Affrunti and Rich Wehran
with 2784. Top women 's team was the East Stroudsburg
team of Janet Kemmerer, Darlene Sedlock and Nancy
Schmidt with 2301. Top co-ed t.eam was the Penn State
gtoup of Richard Stonebraker, John Voigt, Karen Koslnuk
and Janet Hamilton with 3428.
Cold winds held down opening round scores.
The 1972"-73 Eastern AU-Regional teams were announced.
Girl's team members are Linda Gelok, Janet Kemmerer,
Karen Light, J ean Schmalzer, ail of East Sti:oud.sburg, and
J oanne Nelson and Barbara Ryshavy of Glassboro State.
M.en's team is composed of Bruce Affruntl, Charles Bockhorn, Douglas Hamer, Glenn Pennycock of Atlantic Com·
munlty College, Robert Ryder of Madison College and John
Voigt of Penn State.

28TH ANNUAL PENNSYLVANIA
FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Barry Boyer and Vonda Fisk Kemmerer took top honors in

men's and women's freestyle class A shooting at the 28th
annual Pennsylvania State Field Archery CbampiQnshlps.
Boyer won with a 1599 total and Kemmerer wit h a 1455.
Ttailing Boyer were Richard Stonebraker, 1584, and Wayne
Foul, 1579. Trailing Kemmerer were Janet Ashbaugh, 1417,
and Diana Doden, 1415.
Champion pros were John Preston, 589, and Diane Miller,
485.
Richard Learn won men 's freestyle class B with 1502;
Kenneth Daley took class C with 1341, and Raymond Hauch
won class D with 1027. Women's class B champ was Charlene
McCullough with 1273; class C champ was J ane Beale with
1006 and c.lass D champ was Dianne Mayle with 771. In
boy's freestyle, class A champ was Larry Murdock with
1475; Charles Hickey topped class B with 1209. Roberta
Oswald topped freestyle girls with a 903. Ron Snyder won
the freestyle bowhunter division with 985; barebow bowhunter champ was Robert Carney with 886.
Rod Hoover won men's barebow class A with 1478; Matt
Rydzynsld topped class B with 1304; John Wright won class
C with 1148; Willlam Walfender won class D with 747.
Women's barebow class A champ was Rebec?ca Wallace
with 1179; class C was won by Leona Davis with 817.
Dale Waltman won boy's barebow with 1069.

-------------------------------------------------• Join The c§Vational c.,Archeryc.,Association !
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No matter what k ind of arc hory you like best,
you shou ld joi n NAA! I ts brand of shooting and
its c lub activities are fun - and challenging!
Besides, NAA works for the promotion of all
archery, and your support means a lot. NAA
represents all archery before the U.S. O lympic
Committee and F ITA. ou r sport's internationa l
federation. Another th ing: NAA, founded in 1879,
is tradition-laden. Yet, it 's as modern as
to mo rro w. It's well o rganl;zed, It's growing ,
It'll be more and mo re important to
archery - and to you I - as time goes on.
And here's something else, too.
YOUR MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES A SUBSCRI PTION
TO ARCHERY WORLD

lnd lvldual me mbership, $5 a yea r. F amily membo r·
Ship. $ 6 In cl. husband , w ife. $1 more tor under·
18ors. $4.00 ror undor·l 8ers wh o Jo in Independen t ly
of famil y. Ot th is foo.t $ 1.7 5 Is for a one-year sub·
scrl ptlon lo A RCHEKV WOR LD magazi ne.
Name( s)

Soc. sec. No.

Street
City

State

lnd lvld ual
IS\

IOI

I $E

nc1oso

d

Famil y

Zip

Your King dealer did I

Make checks payable to the
Natlonal Arc hory Assn. Mall to
NAA, 1951 Goral dson Dr.,
Lancaster, Pa. 17601.

Archery World

e,~~~eo,;

Quality se lls.
That 's w hy leading archery
dealers recommend King
accessories like \
the handsome
# 409 quive r.
FEATURES:
• New SCORE CARDpocket.
• Double leather-stitched
hang straps with belt clips.
• Pencil pocket.
• Divider strap makes
2·division quiver.
• Large zipper pocket (8" x 3%'' x 1~n.
• Black or Brown.
• Right or left hand.
DIMENSIONS:
20# Long; top opening 41h'' x r ;
bottom 31/2" x 2".

~... S~iAf ~ue
SUPERS ..... $1 .00 Per Pr.
STANDARDS . . . .90 Per Pr.

KILBEAD'S
~
Dealer
inquiries
welcome.
Write for
folders.

SR-iief~a•
$1 .QO PER PR.

SPORT-LINE CO.
328 S. Cypress Ave., Alhambra CA 91801

A SHAFT

®

TRUESPOT
:9'~"

~

$1 .00 Per Pr.

Spots your arrow. &xectly ve ry shot . Wiii NOT ro ll t trlng.
Qlves e1<tre me~v accurate " Heir

Trigger" releMe. Arrow mav
be sllppad up or down u n1!1
it seats in notch. Mfg. of
light weight SOUO NYLON .
Cah b e used over and over.
N o sticky compressible

for every

ru bber surf11oes here!

f~hallenge !
From target competition lo big game hunting, Acme
makes a shaft to meet the challenge. We man ufac ture a
wide ooriety of Port Orford Cedar shafts from the
finest competition shaft to economical sticker shafts.
Acme is the world 's leading producer of Port Orford
Cedar arro w shafts. At our n ew plant in Myrtle Point,
Oregon, shafts are mille d from select Porl Orford Cedar
timbe r which hM been ltiln dried to 7% moisture con·
tent. Each shaft is electronically tested for strength and
straightness.
Our exclusive "Penna-Seal" vacuum sealing process
draws the pitch out of the wood, p revents moisture
absorption and reduces warpage.
For a free brochure and order blank write or call
Acme Wood Products Company.

i\rrou'.' slaafts front
A(~~IE

Youngstor(s) un der 18

------------------------------------~------------
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Compare ...

WOOD PRODUCTS COMPANY
Box 636, My rtle Point, Oregon 97458
Phone (503) 572-2353
December·Jan uary 1974

Will NOT
squash or
defo rm
on draw .

WRITE
FOR
PRICES

sA=:Le

lfV'~.IN~ Q~~
TM~u~ s~

~
~

move
w hen
properly

installed.

Shield Style

Parabol ic St-yle

?°NI ~pt o,. z;~

~

1'~1t~&,.f~

TRUEFLIGHT
WiANUFACTU•ING COMPANY, INC.
MANITOWISH WAT.EU . w 1s eoNSI N HS45
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12 Years In Research
And Development

§

§

i

§

problems.

Built-in mechanical tillering
for precision alignment.

f

Dial your own desired draw

length with positive stop.

§~

Adjustable draw weights

~

§
.'

from 30 lbs. lo 65 lbs.

~.·

~

!

Roller bearings to insure

~

speed.

~

!
§

§ Engineered and designed

§§

lo give you lwo bows in

§

onet hunting or target.

~

§

§

SEE THIS BOW AND OTHER MARTIN
ARCHERY SUPPLIES AT THE
LAS VEGAS OPEN

I
CD
MA~!~~.~~t~ERY
l
ttl

!i}o X-1

§~

~
§

§

\..9

STABILIZERS

§
§§

§
§

Made of the finest aluminum with marbeliz:ed ball
and steel thread. Rods anodized in red or blue. Has
tapered rod to absorb more vibration. Thread sizes
available for any bow. Overall length
31 Va inches, weight 7 oz. Complete . . . $14.50

~
§
§

§

§
§

~

i§

See Your local Dealer
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In the August/Sept.mber issue, we ask<d several •""'"'"'

that seem to crop up most often when archers discuss their
club problems. Your response was excellent, indicating to us
that clubs do, indeed, have problems they aren't sure how to
solve. Here are some of the responses. Some contain suggestions; others tell how they run their shoots; others ask a few
more questions.

~

No lillering or out of adjusl-

§ menf

The Questions Archery
Clubs Want Answered

HOW BRUNSWICK, MAINE, OPERATES
'The Brunswick Junior Olympic Archers (fom1erly Boy Scout
Target Archers) was set up to provide Boy Scouts in the area
with a safe and complete system in which to leam, practice
and earn the archery merit badge. We are affiliated with the
NAA through the Junior Olympic Archery Development
Program (JOAD}. We shoot JOAD and NAA rounds. We have
found, with all the different official rounds, there is no need
for modifications.
We shoot every Saturday morning from 9 a.m. to noon.
The older and better shots shoot an American or Junior
American round according to their age. The younger and
beginning archers shoot one, two or three JOAD 30·arrow
rounds according to their ability and stamina.
Unfortunately, there are no state NAA tournaments in
Maine. The state NFAA has an indoor tournament in the
spring and an outdoor tournament in the fall. We always try
to attend their indoor tournament as guests.
Our club championships are detennined by the 10 highest
scores during the outdoor season (April to October). Cadets
shoot the 60-arrow JOAD tournament round, juniors shoot
the Junior American round and intermediates shoot the
American round. Since we are the only JOAD club in the
state and the only target club in the state, we have no
competition for an NAA state tournament.
We use standard NAA classifications (age groups) for our
championships and JOAD classifications (skill groups} for
achievement awards. In the NFAA state shoot, they separate
the finger and release shooters. We have watched the release
shooters closely and strongly agree with the separation. We
all use a finger release, and teach it with a chin anchor.
We are reasonably satisfied with the standard NAA rounds,
but feel that the third rating of the JOAD outdoor
qualification is excessively difficult. The second rating of a
junior bowman is 100 on a 48-inch target at 20 yards. The
third rating of junior archer jumps to 170 points on a 48-inch
target at 30 yards. We feel that 150 points would be a more
reasonable step, with all others remaining the same.
Intennediates usually have trouble making weekly shoots
because of their many social and work commitments. Juniors
and cadets run 50 to 75 percent attendance.
We give small trophies for our club championships, and the
regular JOAD patches for achievement of skill.
This May we were able to secure pennission from the high
school principal to fonn an archery team for the NAA
Interscholastic Mail-In Tournament.
We have an associate membership for all non-Boy Scouts
(male and female) under 18 years of age, and recently
changed our club name to try to attract more young people
into our program.
James R. Davi~
President, BJOA
Richard A. Bryant
Adult Advisor, BJOA
Brunswick, Maine
Archery World

Now Booking Bowhunts Only
For Mule deer, Antelope, Bear. Elk, and Cougar.

"••If
MISUNDERSTANDING
ALIENATES YOUNG CLUB
Just organized in 1970, the Cherryland Archers, Inc., is still
immature and unfamiliar with details on all the rules and
regulations in the different classes of archery. The only
round that we shoot is the indoor PAA.
In 1972 we joined the Wisconsin Archers Association to
shoot in the Mail Match. We were given very little informa·
ti.on on rules and regulations except that we must shoot in
the non-amateur division if we were using string peep sights.
None of the members wanted to change their shooting
method by removing string peep sights, so we were all
classified as non·amateur.
We have no professionals in our small club of under 50
members. ht eight months of indoor league shooting, only
one member broke 290, and no more than three hit in the
280's. We have records for three years to prove we are not
professional archers.
In 1973 the rules were changed by the WAA which
legalized string peeps in the amateur division. Being ama·
teurs, we naturally joined the 1973 mail match in the
amateur division. After shooting the full season mail match,
ending in March, 1973, we were disqualified in June with the
reason that, once shooting as a non-amateur, you could never
be reclassified as an amateur.
Our club did not understand this. And it seemed to us that
only poor organization would cause such changes in the rules
from one year to the next.
Furthermore, the WAA sent newsletters on June 1 to all its
membership, stating, "Discussion of protests concerning
Cherryland Archers. A motion was made ... stating the
present WAA rules governing amateur competition were
violated, and those people who previously shot as non·
amateurs must be disqualified from the 1973 mail match
tournament, where protests were lodged." None of the
officers or directors contacted us previous to sending the
newsletter to clarify the violation.
None of our members will be joining the WAA in 1974,
and nothing short of an apology and an oral discussion with
the directors will ever straighten out this misunderstanding.
htstead of making archery stronger, misunderstanding, lack
of standard rules and poor organization is ruining archery.
Douglas Cochenet
Cherryland Archers, Inc.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

frerlfhJ fe~lher

Contact: Bob Norman
Professional Bowhunting Guide and Outfitter
Bob's Bow Hut. Inc.. 1431 Eubank N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87112 Phone 505·294-2575

Full Adjust Precision Archery Ptoducts
Manufacturers of Precision Tournament Bow Sights, Sight
Apertures, Stabilizer Rods, Arrow Straighteners and other
Archery Products.
See your Dealer or Write Direct tor Free Brochures

Full Adjust Products
915 North Ann Street
Lancaster, Pa. 17602
Phone 717-397-6441

WE USE THE GREATEST CARE TO MAKE

BOW LAMINATIONS
OF THE HIGHEST ACCURACY ANO
QUALITY OF MATERIALS

"Perfection ia a Challenge"
A bow Ls no better than the L.a!Dlnatlons used In Its con·
slrucUon.
We have a sup/1.IY of Alx·drled Hard Maple, klln·drled Maple
nnd Laminated 'Superflex Actlonwood" Maple available f or
Lamination m nklng. Some of thJs wood has been made Int o
finished Laminations and Is kept In stock to help us fill or ders
promptly.
We ha.v e a stock of colorful woods for handle making. Also
Urac 185, Bo·Tuft, Fadeout Laminations, many sizes of Wedges
and Special Lru:nlnations. The crossbow makers like the Fade·
out Lams.
You are welcome to ~nd for a price list.

THE
OLD MASTER CRAFTERS COMPANY
130 Lebaron St., Waukegan, ID. 60085

GOOD Pl\OFIT
MARGINS. VOLUME
DISCOOl'.ITS
TRANSPORTATION
ALLOWANCES.

S8tJS ...

Protect, Store &
Transport
Archery Equipment
CHALLANGER
.,...
ARROW & TACKLE CASE

"The snows of winter bring out the hardiest of hunters and
Bright Way. Bright Way ground base feathers are the best in
colorful feather fletches ... besides, they are die·shaped."

TEXRS HRTHERS IOCORPORRTEO
&0)( II 18

December-January 1974

•

BROWNWOOD. TlXAS 7680 l

_
Jjj 1-i

r

Patented multi-function case holds up to 46 arrows: all necessary
tackle accessories: or can hold a dozen arrows and a take·down
bow. No more broken or warped shafts. Sturdy design meets all
airline requirements. #3655 .J-!9.95 ppd.
See your dealer or send check or M.O. to

CHALLANGER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
118 Pearl St.. Mt. Vernon. N.Y. 10550
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•Family get-togethers for steak, bra ts
or ch icken high light activities at the
Chippewa range several t imes each
yeor. "Keep the youth and famllies
active, then you 'II have a good club, "
member$ say. Chippewa Herald·
Telegram pho ro.
•The huge stone fireplace forms one
wall o f th e range pavilion. The Chippewa Valley Archers have held d own
thei r costs by not building a fancy
clubhouse. Chippewa Her aldTelegram photo.

•The Chippewa Archers
out$hOt a local pistol
teem this year in their
annual competition.
Here they check a fine
set of groups. Chippewa
Herald· Telegram photo.

Chippewa Valley Archers ...

DOING SOMETHING FOR CONSERVATION
In 12 years, this
northern Wisconsin
club has donated
time, effort and
$16,500 to improve
game and fish
habitat in
five counties

by Donel Johnson

'

•Trails sponsored end built b y the club ere
for all types of ovtdoor recreeti on. No
amount of money could buy the excellent
pvblfc rela tions this type of effort gives.
page 42

WATERFOWL FLOW AGES and fishing
ponds. Grouse habitat an d a snowmobile trail. A fishing dock for handicapped anglers.
What do those things have in common? Each owes its existence to an
uncommon crew of archers in westcentral Wisconsin. The Chippewa Valley
Field Archery League has been doing
big things for conservation for more
than a dozen year.;. Since 1960, it's
donated $1 7 ,500 for such projects on
public lands, with no strings attached.
But maybe bowmen have been the
biggest beneficiaries after all , for you'll
travel far to find archers who ate having
more fun , or who are more highly
esteemed in their communities.
"There weren't many bowhunters in
the Rod and Gun Club when we started
these projects," recalls Vic Frye, charter
member of the Chippewa Falls Bowhunters and longtime president of the
Chippewa Valley league. These days,
notes Vic (a dedicated gun hunter, too),
there's a friendly spirit of cooperation
and competition between archers and
gunners in the area.
Further, those bowmen have bagged·
the benetit.s of making archery a real
family affair.
But first, about those conservation
Arc hery World

projects.
They're financed with proceeds from
sales of $1 ticke~ for a "Conservation
Shoot" held each spring, hosted by one
of the league clubs. Ticket sales have far
exceeded the actual number of entrants
in recent years, for the league's efforts
have won wide support from citizens
who've never drawn a bow.
"We were just sitting around the fire
talking one night, and Ken Polden of
Eau Qaire had this idea," Vic recalls.
The five or six clubs then belonging to
the league were asked to contribute
prizes - such modest inducements as
rings of bologna - and the fi.rst shoot
was held in Eau Claire in 1960. It
yielded $450, which was donated to the
state to help build a flowage on Hay
Meadow in Chippewa County. The next
year the league was able to double its
donation, which went for another flow·
age and access road.
Eventually, donated prizes were aban·
doned, with league members deciding to
retain some of the proceeds from the
annual event to provide things like color
television sets and merchandise certifi·
cates worth up to $300. As the profits
grew, so did the list of accomplishments. Like this:
1962 - Forty-two potholes blasted
for waterfowl habitat in Dunn County
($1,200).
1963 - Four and one-half miles of
December-January 1974

fore.st trails created, seeded and gated
for ruffed grouse habitat in Clark
County ($1,200).
1964 - Construction of a Oowage on
O'Neil Creek, Chippewa County, with
access road ($1,200).
1965 - A game trail system in Clark
County ($1,200).
1966 -Game trail connecting the
Hay Meadow and O'Neil Creek projects
($1,200).
1967 - Gated game trails built in the
Sherwood-Washburn area of Clark
County ($1 ,300).
1968 - Gated game trail construction
in Eau Claire County ($1,000); eight
forest openings created in Chippewa
County ($500).
1969 - More game trail construction
in Eau Qaire County and renovation
work on Chippewa County trails
($1,500).
1970 - Dike and water control sy s·
tern for waterfowl nesting habitat in
Pershing Wildlife Area of Taylor County
($1,500).
1971-Water control structures for
New Aubum Wildlife Area in Chippewa
County ($1,000), and renovation of Eau
Claire County game trails ($500).
1972 - A $500 contribution was
made toward construction of a fishing
dock for elderly and handicapped persons on Chequarnegon Lake in Chip·
pewa County, and $500 each was spent

•Vic Frye, mentor of the ChipValley Archery League,
examines the credit sign et one of
the league's waterfowl and general
resource projects built in cooperation with ths state. Photo by the
author.
peWiJ
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-COMPUTIR
Bows built by Ti~ ond
Watts Archery. lnr.: . .ue

or a !Lien1iO< design :md
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Tke and Watt• An:het)".
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most ma.jo r brands.

SPARTAN
HUNTER
MK1

$175.00
You •iU be am;,i,Hd .al

rhe

smoot1'ncu

and

tptcd of both the Hunt·
ipg and Tugel Models.

98"
8 0"

Sc.,tes Tom Jrn ni"I".
T t c hn i<1l Editor of
Arclltry World M'I•·

6 2''

vtnL-emen\

•in• ...

"Grtale•l 1d·
in Cht' tt·
curved bow in 10 ye111."

W E T AK E TllAOE·IN S
BOWS llEF INI S HED

$85.00

TICE and WAnS ARCHERY, INC.
11813 W. Gateway Dr. S.E
HUNTSVILLE, ALA . 35903
FO R MERLY
)
( AR CHERY E NGINEE RING CO.
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CHIPPEWA ARCHERS
continued from page 35

for construction of gated game trails in
Eau Claire County and acquisition of
public hunting grounds along Paint
Creek in Chippewa County.
1973 - Game trail renovation and
construction in Eau Claire, Chippewa
and Clark Counties ($1,500). The total
now, 65 miles!
The total benefits re~ulting from the
foregoing list of accomplishments are
hard to assess. The clover seeded walk·
ing trails are not only attractive to
grouse (and grouse h unters) but to deer
and many songbirds. In some cases, the
gates are opened after snowfall , to link
those trails with other snowmobile
routes in the region.
The forest clearings also provide more
of the "edge" cover which such forest
game as grouse and deer favor. The
Oowages have furnished not only water·
fowl hunting, but fishing. Furbearers
live there, too.
Money donated by the league was
used to match state and federal aids, so
these dollars went far, much farther
than if they'd been spent on work
undertaken by the league alone.
Such cooperative efforts have also
done much to cement relationships with
state and county agencies and other
groups of sportsmen.
"Some of this work may be of more
direct benefit to birdwatchers than to
archers," Vic observes. "That has never
been a problem in picking project.s
where it was felt the money would do
the most good."
The donations have never been used
as a lever, either, to persuade officials to
act for the special benefit of archers in
any. matter, Vic stresses.
"We invit.e the state game managers in
our area to a December league meeting
to discuss possible projects," Vic explains. "After the selection is made, the
information on how the proceeds will
be spent is printed on the shoot tickets.
The shoot is in late April or early May."
Except for confining the expenditures
to a five-county area which encompasses
some of Wtsconsin 's finest recreation
lands, the location of a project has never
been a consideration either, Vic says.
The Chippewa Valley Field Archery
League has had a score of member clubs
over the years, but not all at the same
time. Some of the clubs have come and
gone; some to return again. The Chip·
pewa Bowhunters and the Eau Claire
Archers have maintained especially ac·
tive memberships, however, and Vic
Frye has some definite ideas about how
to keep a club alive:
"Tum things over to the young peo·
ple. Meet regularly and make archery a
family affair. And don't wind up using
all the club's resources to build and
maintain a clubhouse!'

He speaks from considerable experi·
ence -and success.
"I got interested in archery in Chippewa Falls shortly after I got out of the
Anny at the end of World War JI," Vic
relates. "I enjoyed it, and I enjoyed the
poeple who did it."
And so Vic Frye became an ambassador for archery, in h is travels in his auto
parts business, and as a long time
Chippewa County delegate to the Wisconsin Conservation Congress - a citizen's advisory group to the state'& natural reso.urces board. Things were busy
back home, too.
"Locally, we were snaring grounds
with the rod and gun club for awhile. It
didn't work out very well. We needed a
better place to shoot," he relates.
And so the club purchased a 40-acre
tract, constructed a range and eventually added other facilities.
CLUB MEETS REGULARLY

There is a shelter, 20-by-30 feet, with
a giant fireplace built of fieldstone
picked up in the area. ("But it 's not a
clubhouse," Vic stresses.) There are
state-approved toilet facilities, a well
and a playground for children.
"We hold a club meeting every Wed·
nesday, rain or shine, and we hold three
family nights a year," Vic says.
"There's a bratwurst feed, a steak
fee d and a chicken feed - all you can
eat for a dollar, and subteens free.
Famil y participation ls encouraged in all
the club's activities."
How big is the Chippewa club?
"Rather than total number of mem·
bers, I think of it as 200 households,"
answers Vic, who no longer holds office
in the club, but is a senior advisor.
An interchange, such as joint meetings
or events with the local rod and gun
club, is also encouraged , and at one such
annual affair the Chippewa Bowhunters
have pitted skills against those of the
Eau Claire Pistol Club.
"We beat them this year, for the first
time," says Vic, smiling around his pipe.
The score was 1235 to 1231!
The event is shot at 20 yards with the
same size bulls-eye for both weapons.
The handgunners must use .38's or
.45's.
"We couldn't come close when they
shot .22's ," Vic admits.
Such a list of activity and accomplish·
ment adds up to far more than a sum of
the parts, and the benefits have reached
far beyond the Chippewa Valley.
Here and there, other bowmen have
picked up the idea of holding a conservation shoot, or getting involved in
community projects, or making club
activities more attractive to the younger
shooters and their families upon whom
the future of the sport depends.
.
There in the Chippewa Valley they've
put it all together. And the future looks
as bright and enduring as that big stone
fireplace at the Chippewa range.
Archery World

OLYMPUS ARCHERY CO., INC.
KING OF THE COMPOUNDS

PRESENTS ...
THE OLYMPUS HUNTERS
THE HERCULES, ON THE RIGHT, IS OUR LAMI NATED LIMB HUNTER. THE MAN WITH THE
HERCULES IS BOBBY HUNT, WHO SHOT 2794
POINTS OUT OF 2800 TO WIN THE '73 NATION·
ALS. BOBBY 'S HERCULES HAS THE OPTIONAL
LOCKING ADJUSTMENT KEYS, AND IS FULLY
DRILLED AND TAPPED TO ACCEPT EITHER HIS
AA FREESTYLE EQUIPMENT OR BOW QUIVER.
THE ONLY CHANGES BOBBY HAS HAD TO MAKE
AFTER!!., TO 10 THOUSAND SHOTS ARE STRINGS
AND CABLES. THAT'S A LOT OF SHOOTING, AND
HUNTERS, THAT'S A LOT OF HUNTING TRIPS!

~O~~MP~~~

j

~lfCHE.~~
THE ATLAS ROD LIMB, AT LEFT, rs ONE OF
THE MOST RUGGED HUNTING BOWS TO BE
FOUND. ITS STRONG ALUMINUM HANDLE, COUPLED WITH THE STOUT SOLID FIBERGLASS
LIMBS, (WHICH, TO DATE, HAVE NEVER BRO·
KEN!) MAKE IT A POWERFUL COMPANION IN THE
FIELD.
ASK YOUR NEAREST OLYMPUS DEALER TO SHOW
YOU ONE OF THESE DURABLE HUNTERS. IF HE
DOESN 'T HAVE ONE, HE CAN GET IT IN THREE
WEEKS.
BOW COLOR AND POUN DAGE RANGES
ATLAS BLACK 40-50 LB., 50.00 LB.
HE RC U LE.S GR EE.N W/BLACK LIMBS 45.55 LB., 50-60 LB.
ATTENTION: DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR LOCAL ARCHERY DEALER OR WRITE TO :
OLYMPUS ARCHERY CO., 1128 W. 19th ST., HOUSTON, TEXAS 77008
PHONE: (713) 869-7005 (713) 869-1382
Lie. Allen Pat. No. 3 , 486,495
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FRED BEAR MARKS
40 YEARS OF ARCHERY
Even though Fred Bear started making
bows for his friends in 1927 at his home
in Detroit. it wasn't until 1933 that he
began making them for sale to bonafide
retail customers. That was the blrthdate
of the Bear Archery Company. Forty
yeai:s later the master bowhunter, inventor and bowyer is still hard at work in
his office-workshop in Grayling, Mich.
For even though Bear sold the stock
in his successful archery manufacturing
company in 1968, he PY no means was
of the temperament or inclination t o retire or sit back and take it easy. He remained on, as he does to this day, presi·
dent of Bear Archery. If the fifties and
sixties were jammed full of his globetrotting adventures with bow and arrow,
then the seventies would be the years of
perfecting and refining the inventions
that he had field tested and proved from
the frozen wastes of the Polar Ice Cap
40 miles north of Point Barrow, Alaska,
to the steaming Amazon jungles of
South America.
The proof of his mental and physical
prowess of the fifties is evident in the
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Designed especially for the Accra Sight
but adaptable to other sights.

• Newly designed 8 inch black anodized
channel bar.
• Greater rigidity and less weight.
• Large locking knob with fino thread eliminating need for locking wrench.

1
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eAfrcr 40 years, Fred Bear ro ok a nostalgic trip back ro the birthplace
of Bear Archery' in
Detroit, Michigan.
six World Record trophy plaques he has
in his office. Just one, his World Record
Alaskan brown bear, was taken in the
sixties, the other five World Records
were all taken in the fifties. They include barren ground caribou, mountain
caribou, Canada moose, elk and the very
difficult stonP. sheep.
To note his 40 years in the business,
Fred took a nostalgic trip back t.o his
first plant in Detroit, Michigan, for a
quick look around. Then he hurried
back to Grayling, where the air is
cleaner and the pines are greener.

"RURAL ROUTE ONE,

GRAYLING, MICHIGAN"
FILM AVAILABLE
An historic and highly informative film

has just been produced by Bear Archery
and is now available to archery groups,
sportsmen's clubs, schools and camps.
Entitled "Rural Route One, Grayling,
Michigan" the tilm is a look inside the
Bear Archery plant showing how the
world's largest manufacturer of bows
and arrows handcrafts their products.
The film's host is Fred Bear, founder
more than 40 years ago of Bear Arch-

GORDON'S GLASHAFTS ..
THEBOWHUNTERSHAFT
It's "True & Tough." Now offered with the
famous Sherwin "Converta" point assemblies.
Colors: Tomato Red, Canary Yellow, Olive Green.
Sizes: 45 lb. to 75 lb. spine (5 lb. increments).
Length: 32 inches. Epoxy point glue included.
PURCHASE OPTIONS:
480 shafts with Sherwin's Convert11 Sleeves. broadhefld
adapter, 240 field points, 45 lb. to 65 lb. - $268.00
480 shafts with standurd m etal nock i.nserts, rneta l
broadhead adapter. 45 lb. t o 75 lb. - $225.00
480 shafts w ith nylon Nocksert and metal
broadhead adapter, 45 lb. to 65 lb. - $2 16.00
480 shafts with n ylon Nocksert F.lnd nylon Fiberglass filled
bro<.1dhead fld apter, 45 lbs. to 65 lbs. - $196 .80

• Side mount allows front or back ex·
tension.

•Dick Shanahan o f CRS Pro duc tions discusses last-minute shooting angles with Fred.

ery, now a division of Victor Comptometer Corporation.
This one-half hour tilm was shot this
past summer on location in Grayling,
Michigan. It follows the manufacture of
a Bear Kodiak Magnum bow through
every step in the handcrafting process
from working with the raw materials
through the final buffing and polishing.
Interested groups may obtain information about reserving a copy of the
film for showing by writing: Grayling
Film Service, Rural Route One, Grayling, Michigan 49738.

If 1ou• local Jeate, can n(}f rupply y(}u, w•ite Jirert.

ACCRA MFG. CO. INC.
1226 SO. NORWOOD

DELUXE

KWIKEE
KWIVER

fered fine embroidered and
flocked emblems at low
prices. For quotation, send
sampl e or sketch. indicate
site, colors. quanlity (10 or
more pieces).
FRANK J. WAHL COMPANY
Box 219AW, Teaneck, N.J. 07666
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Archery World

Since 1941, we have of·

§- VANESAREHARD .§
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KWIKU SILENtER-

g 5 3 3 4 BANKS STREET, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92110 PHONE: 714-296-0164

TULSA, OKLt.HOMA 74112
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Batter than ovu.
mo" 50u nd 111$0rpllo11
lhananyotlter sllonur.

InGORDON PLASTICS, Inc.

e

PATCHES

"KOR KY"
toughest archery target made
9 models available
Germain Dupont
11 5 Rue Girouard
Saint - Hyacinthe , P.O.. Canada

Be su re to state spine and colo r. Include money order or check. No
C.0.D. 's accepted . Add 5% sales tox i n Cal. ShippinQ charges prepaid.
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WONDERFUL §••

ARIZONA ARCHERY
ENTERPRISES
310 North Crismon Road
Mesa. Ariz. 85207 U.S.A.
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• Kerter's free TDD page 1974 catalog
contains items for everyone: Archers, Camp·
ers, Hunters, Fishermen, Outdoorsmen, Hob·
byists, and Housewives. Herter's have over
10,000 items, thousands not available else·
where. All at low direct prices.
• Herter-Easton arrows, Broadheads,
Quivers. Camo. suits, Sights. Bowfishlng
ree Is, Take·down Bows, Knives. Gloves,
Shooting tabs. A small portion of Herter's
com11lete lin~ of archery tackle.
• Complete Taxidermy Course. learn at
home and save. 400 page book of Modern
methods. Only $3.29.
• Clothing, Boats, Decoys, Guns, Archery
Fis bing, Hunting and Re loading supplies.

Many Specialty Items for men and women.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Send today. Address Dept. C33
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Biii-BOW
HUNTING SIGHT
•INSTANT RANGE DETERMI NATION
• COLOR·CODED PINS FOR FIVE DISTANCES
• EASJL Y MOUNTED ON ANY BOW
• BULLDOG F OR PUNISHMENT
• POSITIVE PIN LOCK ASSEMBLY
• COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS

The Original ALLEN

1973NFAA

with KNOCK DOWN POWER No Other Bow Can Approach

National
Championships

Mr How ard Benson reports " The Alle n Co mp ound
Bow cam.:t thru like a Champ ! I made a shot f rom
about 12 yards slightly quartering aw ay The arraw en·
te red the Bear's back 6 inches below the spine be tween the 2nd and 3rd rib. It went thru like a hot
knife thru butter and out into 6 inches of sand undernea th the bear Leavi ng the arrow on the ground the
bear took off like a shot for 150 yards. then rolled into
a ra vine stone dead Needless to say I am real pleased
with the performance of the Allen Compound Bow .
It's performance on the Bear indicated that the Co m·
pound Bow had a lot more power than the con11en·
tional bow .·

If your local dealer can not supply you , write direct.

WESTERN ARCHERY SALES

$995

3505 E. 39th Ave., Denver, Colo. 80205

POSTAGE PAID

COMPOUND Bow-

Distributor and Dealer inquiries invited.

CHOICE OF MODELS

s19500
s10000

~~~m
~ddies

Junior

4o-so lb.

HUNTER

s10000

60 -60 lb.

HUNTER

Allen's Patent No 3.486.495

Write today for lite rature and
information on mode ls a nd prices

ALLEN COMPOUND BOW
805-A Lindberg

Cliff A dnms. Trenton. Mo .. and 400 lb.

..___.,_..
_r_h_•_•ll_o_t_w_h_h_A1_1._n·_
. _c_om
..p_o_un_d_B_ow
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
-

The debut of the NF AA Pro Division
and some splendid shooting by Dean
Pridgen, Bobby Hunt, Cal Vogt, Eva
Troncoso and a host of other archers
highlighted the 1973 NFAA National
Championships at Aurora, Illinois.
Hunt's 2794 in the open freestyle division and Vogt's 2586 in the bowhunter
d ivision - which beat all barebow
shooters except two - were particularly
outstanding.

Not only in Archery but in tents, tarps, sleeping
bags, backpacks, hunting and
camping accessories, too.
Send for our updated catalog.
Deale r inq uiries invi ted .
............ ·-·-··· MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

AW

ROBIN HOOD ARCHERY INC.
215 Glenridge Avenue
Montclair, N. J. 07042

Please send me

a FREE copy of your catalog .

Name
Address ·-··-·-·····-----····-··-·····---·····---·-···---------------·····························
City
State
Please print clearly
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Pro Unlimited FS Men, C. Dean Pridgen, 1116
Field, 1120 Hunter, 556 Animal - 2792; pro
FS Limited Men, Jamie Selkirk
1082-1051-540/2673; pro FS women, Ev~
Troncoso, 1096-1093-552/2741; senior FS
men, Elmer Little, 1088-1065·548/2701; senior BB men, Dr. R.E. Szilvassy
855-864-416/2135; senior FS women, Sandy
Elott, 893-848-498/2219;
Open FS men A, Bobby J. Hunt,
1114-1120-560/2794; Class B, Willi am
Bishop, 1065-1052-548/2665; Class C, James
Pulley, 881-900-494/2275; open FS Limited
men A, A.L. Lee, 1068-1041-550/26 59;Class
B, Ken Matson. 1017-986-494/2497; Class C,
Roger Leberte, 812-790.474/2077;
Amateur FS men A, Terry Ragsda le,
1107-1103-552/2762; Class B, Thomas Rau ,
1 007 - 1053-500/ 2560; Class C, Del bert
Vaughn, 809-892-460/2161; amateur FS Limit e d
men A, Bob Cer n ey ,
1073-1065-524/2662; Class B, Ron Meyer .
1002-983-498/ 2483; Class C, Tyrus B<1ker,
782-791-466/2039; open BB men A, Dennis
Cline, 1007-1061-538/2606; Class B, Liburn
Burgess, 828-872-404/2104; Class C, Donald
Miller, 565-597-364/1526; amateur BB men
A, Mike Flier, 1022-1059-516/2597; Class 8,
Ray Kimmey, 764-774-416/1954; Class 0,
Arthur Lavallee, 328-420-248/996;
Open Bowhunter men A, Cal Vogt,
1054-1030-502/2586; Class B, Bruce Bell,
753-759-404/1916; Class C, Art Schultz,
560-552-296/1408; amateur BH men A, AlArchery World

fred Lough, 837-835-390/2062; Class B,
Thomas F inan, 681-723-302/1706; Class C,
Robert Burke, 613-652-338/1603; open FS
wo men A, Barba ra Morr i s,
1077-1042-526/2645; Class B, Rae Predika,
958-101 S.488/2464; Class C, Shirley Christian, 852-~56/2248; open FS Limited
women A, Mary Miller, 971-987-50212460;
Class B, Milly Sheldon, 908-922-5'20/2350;
Class C, Marie Bolen, 671-768-414/ 1853;
Amateur FS women A, Kathy Gramberg,
1067-1072-544/2683; Class B, Michelle San·
derson, 1 018-995-500/2512; Class C, Kanda
Miller, 773-740-398/1911; amateur FS Limi te d Women A, June Mitchell,
969-989-516/2474; Class B, Marjorie Tillman,
852-889-460/2201; Class C, Marcela Huerta,
810-853-478/2141; open BB women A, Janis
Beverly, 899-911-508/2318; Class B, Karen
Fraze, 642-595·456/1693; Class C, Judith
Klenk. 400-404-318/1122: amateur BB
women A, Eunice Schewe,
929-925-490/2344; Class B, Patti Henson ,
636-689-370/1695; Class C, Eleanor Fudge,
552-565-208/1235; open Bowhunter women
A, Ida Revis, 464-498-266/1228; Class B,
Susan Hibler, 307-351-244/902; amatP.ur BH
women B. Rebecca Johns, 245-311-174/730;
Class C, June Jones, 266-305-184/755; arnat e u r FS men AA, Ricky Hunt
1118- 1106-552/2776; amateur BB women
AA, V icki Kelly, 831 -920-494/2245; youth
BB boys A, Bruce Gates Jr ..
854-856-412/2122; Class B, Phi l Coppola,
645-745-378/1768; Class C, Howard Anderson, 194-184-138/516; girls A, Sherily Doyle,
703-640-316/1659; Class C, Michelle McKee,
332-346-198/944; youth FS boys A, Ricky
Sorenson, 1021-1019-542/2582; Class B, Tad
Strange, 777-788-422/1987; girls FSA, Linda
Loberto, 631-644-376/1651; CIFJSS B, L ura
Hedden, 411-529-234/1174; Class C, Dallas
Armstrong, 528-541-296/1365; cub boys A,
Curtis Bellville, 1012-1001-492/2495; girls A.
Sandy Chapman, 1001-952-458/2411; b oys
B, Mitchell Laven, 856-799-424/2079; girls B,
Cindy Hilgendorf, 559-587-358/1504.
December-January 1974

Billings, Mo. 65610

Talephona _ 417 744-2925 _ _ _ ___.

THE FINEST VANES IN THE WOILD -

Ultra Yane 7

TH E ULTIMATE IN ARROW FlfTCHING
The Guaranteed Vone"
E:xt1nsiv• re$eorch ond develoJ)ment plus a great n&w pl01tic moteriol has produced a revotu-tton in arrow vanes. A soft flexible vane
that shoots as easily 0 1. feafhen; but with a toughness, e.lo.stidty oncl
d urobrtity neve'r before ad•ieved in a ny vane.
11

As compared wjth tonve-ntionol plostic vontts:
Ultra Vanes will not spfil o r crack, they will h4'1ical fletch, th1ir life
is much longer, they a.r. much eosie r to shoot, and of utmost import~
once we g ua rantee them to adhere to all c rrow shofts.

As compared with foathers:
Ultra Vones ore more occurotl?, more sil• nt, give foster velocity,
have m uch, m uch longer life, a re completely w aterproof and unaffcct·
ed by weather temperature.

If you've tried other soft vanu that have been too thin to stobllH
your hunting arrows or caused your target arrows to f lu tter, d on't
dispair - Ultra is the onswer.
I J.Jroi.Kh '"' all 11e11: prmforlr<>11 ~)•slc-m we< Mr prod•rufog R ~''"" JIM' Js
mor;• r1111/or1,~ in 1ne ttml wr.ttt.ht tb1m. et r.r br.funr.
•
W4!'v& got one that•, iust right for you.
, ,
1

-VSE WITH _

Any Bow
Any Rest
A
Any rrow

UV3-FC SUPER Tt!RGET

.... __

(v!~.. ) $5

--PARABOLIC STYLE- U-1, l'I•" Mini __ (v~;.,l $1.80 __ (v~~..l $475
U-2, 2•1i' Dart __ <v~;.J $1.90
(v~~~} $4.95
U-3, 3•;." Dart __ (v~~,) $1.95 __ (v~~.. J $5.10
U-4, 4'h" Hunt __ <v!~,) $2.00 __ (v~J $5.25
U-5, 5V1 " low Prof ile Hun ter <v.!,l $6.50

--SH I ELD STYLEAccuracy . .
Stability ~
Speed
~

10

'

"

Permanent
Space Age
Materio,

-

U-25, 2'h" Ta rget (v:;,.l $1.90 Cv.!.1 $4.95 .
Water Proof
U-3$, 3'i1" Torget (v;;.._) $1.95 Cv;!.l $5 10 .
Flexibility
U-55, 5" _Hunte r Cv~ l $2 00 (v~l $5.25 ~ Silent
-

Write For New Accessories Brochure ""They Will Ontluf Yullt l\r,oW~
l)LtU. HIGHT

TRANSPARENT: t>ayli9ht Flvore$Cenls, Yellow-Grun, Red, Green, ·o ronge, Pink.
OPAQUE: Yellow, Blue, Red, White, Black, Orong•.
Al Your local Dealer or Ord•r Direct
Any slie • 3 von.e •ample pkg. - .25c

qJQtha cphodLtet£. ~td.
Box 100, Foirfield, Illinois 62837
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on the
market
DEER TROPHY
For recognition for that first deer,
biggest deer, special hunt, club awards,
or gift to deer hunter friend, give this
heavyweight, solid metal trophy, elec·
troplated in gold finish and mounted on
a walnut base. Gold inscription plate on
the base front will be engraved with any
wording specified. Stands 5% inches
high and weighs 11h pounds. Doe figure
also available. Ask about personalized
sportsmen's memo pads. Write The Olen
Co., Dept. AW, P.O. Box 1002, Minnetonka, Minn. 55343.

I
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COMPOUND BOW QUIVER
This two-piece hunting quiver has a
waterproof vinyl hood with foam padding to keep broadheads sharp, dry and
quiet. Holds nine arrows. Designed to
attach easily to Carron compound.
Mounts solidly. For left-hand bows,
attach hood to lower limb and holder to
upper limb. Extra set of mounting
brackets available. For prices and full
info, write Carroll's Archery Products,
Dept. AW, 591h South Main, Moab,
Utah 84532.

buckskin outer leather and the tricot
lining. Elasticized at the wrists. For
infonnation, write Gokey Co., Dept.
AW, 21 West Fifth Street, St. Paul,
Minn. 55102.

.,

A MAN AT WORK To Gene Parnell, 1973 Las Vegas Open
Champion, archery is more than a hobby. And, more than a fair
weather sport. The name of the game is to win - all year round.
For the "Cool Cowboy" winning means physical training,
concentration and mental conditioning. It takes time, competitive
spirit, and the best equipment.

MAGNETIZED RACK

KIT STOOL
Gokey's Kit Stool is handy for hunting,
fishing, camping. Zippered carrying
pouch Wlder seat. Plus a large zippered
pocket and two patch pockets. Made
with 3/4-inch aluminum tubing covered
with heavy duty waterproof olive drab
duck. Weighs only four pounds. For a
free catalog about this and other Gokey
items, write Gokey Co., Dept. AW, 21
West 5th St., St. Paul, Minn. 55102.

NEW DOUBLE FLEX REST
This heat treated beryllium copper rest
should never change, wear out or re·
quire adjustment. rt features a yielding
pressure and support point which forgives eITors and allows full fletch clearance, thus preventing fletch wear and
arrow deflection. Field tested. Write R.
Dellenbeck, Dept. AW, R.D. 3, Box 38,
Averill Park, N.Y. 12018.

Redi·Rest is a new heavy duty magnetized portable rod, gun and bow rack
that can be snapped instantly to your
car or camper. Redi-Rest holds four
bows, fishing rods, rifles or shotguns
securely in a safe, upright position.
Redi-Rest features a heavy duty
"sure-grip" magnet and durable steel
construction, covered by a tough "nonscratch" vinyl coating. ·Redi-Rest pro·
tects both equipment and vehicle.
(Redi·Rest will not scratch or mar your
car's paint job.) Redi-Rest is a rustproof, lightweight, compact 21h'' x 9"
unit. It fits conveniently into glove
compartment, ammo bag or tackle box.
For price and other info, write North
Star Devices, Dept. AW, P.O. Box 2108,
No. St. Paul, Minn. 55109.

Gene selects his tackle with the same precision he shoots. His
choice of bow is the Spartan 11.

f>ldlNl~l..I.

(;

SURVIVAL KIT

POCKET-SIZED HAMMOCK
When it's time to rest, reach into your
pocket for the eight-ounce ball of mesh
material which folds out into a sevenby·20-foot hammock capable of supporting 500 pounds. It's Minipak, handy
for sleeping, off.ground storage, emergency stretcher and other uses. Write
E-Z Sales and Manufacturing, Dept. AW,
P.O. Box 1113, Torrance, Calif. 90505.

This unit has more than a dozen selected survival essentials, including an instruction booklet if you're really lost.
Weighs l 1h pounds, all items packed in
5" x 4" x 3" rainproof pouch with belt
loop for carrying. Has food, aspirin, fish
hooks and line, copper wire, tape, 30
feet of cord, metal match, Sterno, rescue blanket, cable saw, aluminum cup,
knife, flashlight and signal mirror. From
Capitol Contacts, Dept. AW, P.O. Box
8887, Washington, D.C. 20003.

.

BUCKSKIN GLOVES
Gokey's Insulated Buckskin Gloves are
tough and warm, great for working or
outdoor fun during cold winter months.
There's a layer of foam insulation be·
tween the natural-color heavy genuine
page 52

At our company we apply these same principles. Where others cut
corners, we still take the time to make a bow you will be proud
to own.

ADJUSTABLE BOW COVER
Kolpin Manufacturi11g is introducing
their new No. 47 waterproof vinyl and
fabric bow cover. It is 72" long and
4·1h" wide, and has an adjustable tie
down flap. This is the ideal cover to
provide protection from dirt and dust
during storage or when traveling. Kolpin
also has this cover available in a 6"
width to accommodate the newer recurve style bows - their No. 46 bow
cover. Both are available in black. From
Kolpin Manufacturing, Inc., Dept. AW,
P.O. Box 231, Berlin, Wis. 54923.

We start with a uniquely designed handle riser. Then we protect it
with a vinyl epoxy in colors inspired by the Northern Lights
{gold, green, blue, orange and black).
We handcraft the limbs of laminated fiberglass and Brazilian
rosewood, not only for maximum speed and stability, but for a
sense of proportion and balance.
We pay attention to the smallest details because we want to offer
you the finest. It's that simple - when people who love archery
make a bow, they build it to last through win after win.
The Spartan 11 comes in a carrying case and is equipped with rest,
sight and stabilizer, for a total cost of $225. Ask your dealer or
write:

SPARTAN ARCHERY CO.
2465 'Ith North
Seattle, Wush. 9B109
Archery World

ON THE MARKET
continued from page 52

CONVERTIBLE LIGHT
Ideal for night vannint hunting, this
hooded convertible light shoots either a
concentrated red hunting beam or a
straight white beam way out yonder
with 200,000 candlepower rating. (Red
beams 1/3 less with instant on/off red
filter.) Hood concentrates light to prevent glare, and hunter stays hidden from
sharp.eyed varmints. Made of rugged,
lightweight ABS plastic with pistol-grip
handle. The 15-foot cord plugs into
auto cigarette lighter. Write to Burnham
Brothers, Dept. A W-P-6, Marble Falls,
Texas 78654.
·

·If ~) ! .
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X2 SHIM-BO' TARGET BOW
Shakespeare's "Shim-Bo" has been rede·
signed. The 62-inch X2 target bow is an
ideal bow for schools, camps and recreational programs. This low-cost laminated bow has recurved limbs of dark green
non·glare fiberglass accenting imported
hnbuya handle section.

TRADING POST GETS ACTION WITH BUYING AND SELLING
Rates are SOc per word, minimum 20 words. 10% discount for three consecutive insertions and 15% discount for six consecutive insertions. YOU MUST send cash with order
to ARCHERY WORLD, 534 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202.

For Sale

Books and Catalogs

TARGETS. Complete line, fast service. Best
prices. Field, Hunter, Animal, PAA, Chi·
ca90, Flint, FITA, NAA, Deer, Safari, Big
Game, Novelties, Cardboard, paper. Free cat a·
log. Finwood Products, Dept. AW, 516 MIU
St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45215.

SENSABOUT SOW TUNING. Complete Info.
System. Experiments. Surest Way to improve
Score. Small Sool<let, Big Results. $3 Post·
paid. Emery Loiselle, 361 (AW) Cambridge
St., Burllngton, Mass. 01803.

Emblems and Patches
EMBROIDERED PATCHES Washable,
colorfast emblems, custom embroidered In
lots of ten or more. Bowhunting designs,
exact prices and full detail sent free to Clubs.
ANTHONY EMBLEMS, BOX 7068, Grand
Rapids, Mich. 49510.
EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, PATCHES.
Your own design custom made! 10 to
l O o o's beautifully embroidered! Russell,
1109·C Turner Street, Auburn, Maine 04210.

No Bows (No Clothes)! 1974 MISS NUDE
AMERICA CALENDAR $3 (2 for $5)! Or·
C!er from America's only NUDE Archery
Range! NAKED CITY, Roselawn, Indiana.

Miscellaneous
WINEMAKERS - Free Illustrated catalog of
yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 12276E,
Mlnneapolls, Minn. 55412.
EXCITING OVERSEAS JOBS. Directory,
$1.00. Research Associates, Box 889-AK,
Belmont, Cal. 94002.

Also available is the KX2-T Shim-Bo'
Target Set for family fun and the serious
archer with a 62-inch Shim-Bo' in a 25pound draw weight, three cedar target
arrows, target, shooting tab, arm guard,
side quiver and copy of the "ABC's of
Archery." Write to Shakespeare Co.,
Dept. AW, 241 E. Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001.

What is it? •••
• . . an equipment advantage for
light conditions at Las Vegas •••
. . . the equipment sensation of recent NF AA National Tournament, Aurora, Illinois •a string peep
designed to see through at full draw and not at rest
• a hood to prevent glare in all light conditions • the hole at an angle so that it is round at
full draw• 2 sizes - small and large hole ...
YOU'LL LOOK BETTER AT FULL DRAW
WITH A

P~ IN THE STRING!

. . . at your dealer's - $2.00 • if not yet stocked,
order direct - $2.00 plus 25 cents postage and han·
dling •dealer and distributor inquiries invited •..
PATENT PENDING
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PROFESSIONAL
ARCHERY PRODUCTS
Box 89
WheatRidge, Colorado 80033

Archery World

That's right, because if you're shooting glass
shaft arrows, odds are we make them. We sup·
ply shafts to such companies as Columbia,
Bow Hunter, Kinsey, Martin and Seattle Archery just to name a few. Our name is Dura-Fiber
and our arrows are cal led Dura-Flite .
Not only do we make the world's finest
arrow shafts, we also manufacture some of the
most respected products in the sports field.
For 8 years we've made highly tuned rac-

ing skis for the U.S. Ski Team and now a pleasure ski that's taking the ski elite by storm.
We're the ones that make the Cata-Pole vaulting poles that set record after world record.
Our newest product is a carbon-graphite golf
shaft that's really causing a stir.
So you see, Dura-Fiber means extraordinary glass engineering in everything we do
and that pride flies with every arrow you fly.
Dura-Flite by c::ILJRA-FIEIEFI

DP.nlt•r inc.iuirics invitetl Duril·hhP.r. In<: 1100/\rmwh<•nn Drive. Cilr.'on City, Nev<1da B':J7(11

"IF YOU'RE NOT HELPING
TO SAVE HUITING YOU
ARE HELPING TO
OunAWITI"
Join us today
inourliUhl
f~-r!u_J

,
Mr. Bear:
Please send me complete information on
The Fred Bear Sports Club. I understand it is
not necessary to own a Bear bow to be eligible
for Charter Membership.
Name _
Age _

_
_

Address _
City· _
State

_
_
ipCod

Mail to: Fred Bear, Drawer AW·12,
Rural Route One, Grayling, Mich. 49738

iilrBEAR ~l?J©[}=[l~~~
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